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Thacher Associates' Technical Proposal (Section 4.4.3) 

Thacher Associates, LLC ("Thacher" or "T A") pioneered private integrity monitoring 17 
years ago and continues to lead the discipline, monitoring billions of dollars of p1ivate and 
public construction projects in the region and beyond. Recently, the New Jersey Department of 
the Treasury ("Treasury"), in evaluating an unrelated proposal submitted for Integrity 
Monitoring services, commented that our team, "brings with it decades of experience in the 
integrity monit01ing industry," and has "extensive experience on large construction projects." 
Further, we demonstrated the "a quick mobilization plan" and a "detail oriented and intensive 
project management approach." As Treasury noted, Thacher is "a contractor that knows 
Integrity Monitoring and understand the details of the industry." 

Our proposed technical and management approach for perfonning services sought under 
RFP #14-X-23110 Prequalification Pools: Auditing and Other Related Services in Support of 
Disaster Recovery (Hurricane Sandy); Pool 3- Integrity Monitoring/Anti-Fraud follows. 

TA is the leader in providing integrity monit01ing services. We have demonstrated the 
capacity to undertake complex and sophisticated integrity monitoring engagements, 
investigations and due diligence assignments, such as Mayor Michael Bloom berg's post
Hurricane Sandy Rapid Repair Program, the federally-funded cleanup at Ground Zero, the major 
excavation and construction project at the Croton Water Treatment Plant, many transp01iation 
and infrastructure mega-projects for the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey ("POJi 
Authority"), including post-Sandy cleanup at our Port Auth01ity engagements, the Metropolitan 
Transportation Authority, the Massachusetts Highway Depa1iment, and the New York State 
Thruway Authority. 

Our experience in large scale wide-spread residential disaster recovery projects includes 
New York City's post-Sandy Rapid Repair Program, a $500 million program designed to 
perfom1 emergency repairs to residential prope1iies affected by Hunicane Sandy. TA has 
successfully monitored four of the prime contractors responsible for the repair of thousands of 
residential properties for the City of New York as pmi of Mayor Bloomberg's post-Sandy Rapid 
Repair Program. 

To date, New Jersey has been allocated $825 million in homeowner housing 
reconstruction, rehabilitation, elevation and mitigation projects through the Housing and Urban 
Development's Community Development Block Grant program and will require a firm with 
expe1ience in monitoring large-scale, geographically wide-spread residential construction 
projects. Most recently, New Jersey awarded three contracts for the management of the 
Reconstruction, Rehabilitation, Elevation and Mitigation ("RREM") program to Gilbane, URS 
and Shaw. We are uniquely qualified to provide Integ~ity Monitoring services for this program. 
As explained above, we were selected by the City of New York to monitor four residential repair 
contractors for their post-Sandy recovery. We were selected over several of our competitors to 
monitor the fim1 selected as the prog~·am manager of the residential rehabilitation prog~·am. This 
same contractor was recently awarded a contract for program management of New Jersey's 
program. We know the contractor's means and methods, Vlhere their controls are weak and need 
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to be supported, and are familiar with their operations. This familiarity would allow us to 
perform this work more efficiently and effectively than any other monitor. We would strongly 
encourage New Jersey contact the NYC Department of Investigations Assistant Commissioner 
Mike Carroll (contact information located in our Organizational Support Section) to discuss our 
capabilities in monitoring this contractor, as well as, our preliminary findings. 

TA has experience in capital construction projects at water and sewage treatment 
facilities through our successful monitorship of the Croton Water Treatment Plant excavation 
and construction project since March of 2007. New Jersey has been allocated $229 million from 
the Environmental Protection Agency in the form of grants and low or no-interest loans for the 
rehabilitation of water and sewage treatment facilities and will require an Integiity Monitoring 
firm with expe1ience in such facilities. 

TA has experience in transpoiiation and infrastructure projects through many 
engagements with the P01i Authority and the MTA, such as the World Trade Center 
Transportation Hub and the Fulton Street Transit Center, respectively. Over $231 million has 
been allocated from the Federal Transit Administration to NJ Transit for recovery and relief 
effOiis and the need for an lntegiity Monitoring fim1 with substantial transportation project 
experience will be great. 

Whether the Hurricane Sandy Recovery and Rebuilding Project involves residential 
housing, water and sewage treatment plants, or even transportation and infi:astructure projects -
Thacher has the experience New Jersey needs. 

As a result of our successes in addressing the problems of organized c1ime, labor 
racketeering and other forms of corruption and waste in integ1ity monitoring engagements by 
devising opportunity-blocking strategies, we have earned a reputation as one of the foremost 
integ1ity monitoring fim1s. We know how to establish transparency and accountability in 
business transactions. 

TA approaches this engagement with a well-developed sense of what we need to 
accomplish. Generally, federal disaster recoveries have suffered enom1ous reputational and 
financial damage due to the extraction of substantial resources from recovery projects by 
organized crime, labor racketee1ing, political corruption, and poor oversight. These problems are 
well known, and the public demands that they be solved. It is understood by public agencies 
developing such projects that there will be public scrutiny of the projects and that missteps will 
adversely affect the reputations of the agencies and their executives, erode public trust, and 
hamper the agencies' ability to obtain additional project funding if necessary. 

It is with these considerations in mind that we develop a scale for measuring the success 
of our integ1ity monitoring engagements. Our internal "report card" addresses the reality that we 
cannot eliminate but should be able to control these problems, and requires us to answer the 
following questions in a satisfactory manner: 

• Are we able to keep organized crime out of the program? 
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• Are we able to keep labor racketeers out of the program? 
• Are we able to prevent collusion, price fixing and bid rigging? 
• Are we able to minimize systemic corruption and program corruption? 
• Are we able to keep corrupt politicians and public officials out of the program? 
• Have we been able to create a level playing field and eliminate entry barriers? 
• Have we set the correct project tone on the project for law abiding and ethical 

conduct that discourages cheating, stealing, no-shows, and featherbedding 
practices? 

• Have we devised corruption and racketeering opportunity- blocking strategies that 
are practicable and effective? 

• Have we been sensitive to project needs, Sandy victims, homeowners, and the 
overall objective to build on-time and within budget? 

We are confident in our ability to meet these c1iteria and address the needs of New Jersey 
in any engagement. In our prior government careers, we too have had to protect a multi-billion
dollar taxpayer funded projects. Our senior staff members were leaders in the development of 
integrity monitoring and supervising monitorships during their service as senior members of the 
Office of Inspector General for the NYC School Construction Authority ("the SCA") and the 
New York State Organized C1ime Task Force ("OCTF"). We literally wrote the book, 
"Conuption and Racketeering in the NYC Construction Industry" (NYU Press, 1990) that 
created this and many other innovations for entrenched problems in the construction industry. 

We understand what New Jersey needs and does not need and, most impmiantly, how to 
deliver what you need. We also understand the fine line and delicate balance between the 
operational needs of a governmental agency and an integrity monitor's mandate. We are 
intimately familiar with how to address that balance in a manner that is helpful to the agency's 
operations while responsibly discharging the monitor's duties. We also understand how to work 
effectively as an arn1 of the Inspectors General or program office responsible for directing the 
integrity monitor. 

We bring several decades of integrity monitoring "lessons learned" to this engagement 
and anticipate that no integ1ity issue on the Project will be new to us. We are able to assess the 
needs of this engagement in an efficient and effective manner. The breadth of our expe1ience 
gives us extraordinary knowledge- knowledge that distinguishes us from other fin11s that seek to 
provide integ1ity monitoring services. 

Our knowledge arises fi-om combined sources, not found m any other proposers, 
including: 

• our substantial expe1ience in providing construction monitming and conducting forensic 
investigations of construction activities; 

• our prop1ietary database of c1iminal and regulatory construction industry infon11ation, 
fom1ed over the course of three decades, and updated daily and our prop1ietary data 
analytics; 
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• our substantial in-house technical expe1iise, based in part on our unique focus in joining 
experienced investigators with qualified and forensically-trained technical experts; and 

• unique informants and sources of infonnation -throughout the industry, media, 
academia, regulatory authorities, and Jaw enforcement agencies-we have developed in 
the course of our many years spent conducting investigations, managing integrity 
monitoring engagements, and solving integrity problems in the construction industry. 

We also have an important technical advantage that will benefit the Project, derived from the 
recent acquisition ofT A by K2 Intelligence. Our management of the engagement would utilize 
sophisticated analytic tools that K2 has developed. Our experience in providing integrity 
monitoring services in the context that is contemplated by this RFP has shown that a tremendous 
amount of data will be created and submitted from various disparate sources. We have 
developed an analytical investigative process, aided by our technology tools, which allows for 
the correlation of financial transactions and relation ships that otherwise would be inefficient to 
find. Our tools will allow the project's data to be organized in a fully searchable fonnat that will 
be available not only to TA project personnel, but also to the State Treasurer and the Using 
Agency. The use of these tools will create enonnous efficiencies, but no additional cost to the 
State. 

We have considerable experience working with large segments of the NY -NJ 
Metropolitan Area construction industry - construction managers, general contractors, design 
fim1s, trade contractors, specialty contractors, consultants, and with the many regulatory and law 
enforcement agencies that operate in that industry, including the New Jersey State Police 
("NJSP"), the US Attorney's Office for the District of New Jersey, and New Jersey County 
Prosecutors' offices. One of the most difficult and potentially derailing challenges faced by any 
integrity monitor is establishing effective working relationships and the requisite trust with all 
pa1iies involved in the project. It can be difficult and time consuming to convince operational
side project pa1iicipants that the integ1ity monitor is there to help, not play cop, and indeed is 
capable of helping. T A has successfully established such independent but supportive 
relationships on our existing integrity monitoring engagements for many public clients. 

We will have virtually no learning curve on this Project because of our expe1ience and 
expertise, and the thought we already have devoted to this Project and its potential integJity risks, 
as discussed below. 

Management Overview (Section 4.4.3.1) 

Our overall technical approach focuses on practicality and real-world solutions, 
emphasizing site presence, to detem1ine what is actually happening on the project. Our years of 
experience in integrity monitoring enable us to target project-specific risks, not wasting 
resources in areas that do not require scrutiny. 

We know how to distinguish integJity issues from operational ones and focus our time on 
the fonner. Where we identify problems, our solutions get to the hemi of the matter without nit
picking. Those solutions are desig11ed to address and prevent integJ-ity issues without burdening 
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the project's progress. We follow through to see if the solutions actually work and have created 
no adverse schedule impact. 

Thacher Associates' technical approach has already proven incredibly successful on 
large-scale projects with very similar scopes of work. Our proven methodologies have had many 
successes on many projects. The in-house skills at our disposal to implement this approach 
include forensic accounting; forensic, environmental, and safety engineering; research and 
intelligence analysis; investigative; and data analytics. 

Risk Assessment and Implementation of Compliance and Control System 

We begin most engagements with a review of contractor integrity and we have ample 
expe1ience performing this function. Thacher senior management invented this process when we 
led the SCA Inspector General's Office and implemented it in review of thousands of SCA 
contractors. We employed the reviews as the first step in the debam1ent of more than 250 
contractors from SCA projects. 

We adapted these same techniques to deliver expert vetting services to our clients. In 
many of these engagements, we have designed the Background Qualification Questionnaire 
("BQQ"), the standards for evaluating responses, and perfom1ed the research necessary to vet the 
completed BQQ. Govemment and p1ivate clients have credited us with perfecting the 
Background Prequalification Questi01maire, having vetted it with the U.S. Attomey" s Office for 
the Southem District of New York; the ManJ1attan District Attomey's Office; and other law 
enforcement agencies. Likewise, our prop1ietary Background Investigation Protocol has been 
honed and continues to evolve in Thacher's Research and Analysis Department. 

Moreover, we expect to get ahead of the curve early in the engagement to prevent 
improper conduct by contractors. Drawing on our ample experience in WTC and other mega
project engagements we would provide contractor "kick-off meeting" presentations and integrity 
awareness training, defining the applicable standards and expectations. Our integJity awareness 
training would be provided to the contractor's executive and project management, administrative 
and accounting staff, field supervisors, and subcontractors at all tiers, to deliver the strongest 
possible message that integrity counts on the project. We would hope to do this at the 
procurement stage, if possible, othenvise promptly after a contract award. We would make 
contractors and vendors aware of the integ1ity standards and oversight mechanisms, including 
the lntegJity Monitor's role. The integJity awareness presentations would foster proactive 
deten·ence in discussing "do's and don'ts" along with "lessons leamed." 

We will build on our previous experience developing risk assessments and corruption 
prevention programs to minimize the time and expense required to perfom1 them on these 
projects. 

Our approach to reviewing procedures and processes is designed to identify and 
implement best practices to provide reasonable assurance that controls placed over monitored 
activities are adequate, are being complied with, and are operating effectively. Our p1imary focus 
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is identifying useful control enhancements in any area with high potential integrity risk, and 
testing those that are accepted. 

We follow a four-step methodology for reviewing internal procedures and policies. We 
identify internal controls that provide corruption and racketeering opportunity-blocking 
mechanisms. Then we interview executive management, operational supervisors and line staff to 
learn how they say or believe the system works to protect itself. We identify any variations in 
business procedures and internal controls understanding among managerial and staff personnel 
and variations between these understandings and written rules. Lastly, we perfonn spot audits of 
specific transactions to test how the system actually works. They also determine whether 
additional systems "disconnects" or red flags may exist. 

We conduct the controls review process as a team-building exercise employing our 
experience and insights and the wisdom and knowledge of operational personnel to accomplish 
the shared goal of limiting opportunities for waste, fraud and abuse. The process would create a 
risk assessment that identifies key integJ.ity risks, evaluates the internal controls over these risks, 
and, where appropriate, makes recommendations for enhancing those controls. 

Our team has the ability to understand these projects and the integrity risks they face. 
Below, we identify a selection of those 1isks as well as our customized solutions: 

• Change Order I T&M Fraud. It is always a possibility on mega-projects and 
geographically wide-spread projects and programs, like residential rehabilitation, that 
contractors will include fictitious labor, material and equipment costs in time and 
material ("T &M") charges. We helped devise powerful tools for controlling T &M abuse 
in response to a large spike in T &M work after Hurricane Sandy caused by the need to 
dewater and clean up flooded work sites and repair or replace damaged work These 
techniques assisted the P A and the City of New York to help prevent fraud and abuse in 
the millions of dollars of Sandy T&M work. For both clients, we undeJiook extensive 
monitoring efforts to make sure that procedures were being followed, and corrected all 
deviations. As a result, T &M work has been documented in a clear manner and the 
possibility of widespread abuse has been averted. 

We recommend projects adopt the same solutions that we developed for 
Hunicane Sandy: "real time" monitoring of field activities and verification of source 
documentation for labor, equipment and materials that are being used on T &M work to 
ensure that the T &M tickets and daily rosters are accurate; and that all work is being 
approved and inspected in a timely manner. We also recommend requiring that sign-in/ 
sign-out sheets be signed at the beginning and end of shift by each T &M worker and 
monitored in twice-per-shift inspections. This will enhance the reliability ofT &M field 
records, which auditors will have to rely on later to perfom1 their audits. 

Another potential risk is contractors seeking change orders for work that is 
actually within the existing scope of their contracts. To address this risk, we recommend 
making a forensic review of change orders as early as practicable in the process, to "set a 
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tone" demonstrating that integrity counts on the Project. On WTC engagements, the 
findings that we have brought to the P A's staff have helped prevent improper shifting of 
existing work scope to change orders. 

• "Low-BaH" Lump Sum Contract Awards. We have found that 
unscrupulous contractors submit low bids to receive contract awards, intending to make 
up for "lost profits" through change order fraud. 

In order to address the risk of change order fraud and other kinds of cheating 
sometimes found in a "low-ball" bid situation, we recommend ongoing scrutiny of lump 
sum contracts where there is significant difference between the low bidder and the next 
lowest bid and/or the Project estimate. We would include in this review: 

> scrutiny of possible front loading (including a compa1ison of 
billings to supporting job cost documentation and/or budgets and real-time verification 
of construction progress against schedule of values; 

> comparing base scope to change order scope, and inspections of 
extra work to ve1ify additional work scope; 

> reviewing billings for general conditions, allowances and 
contingencies to confim1 whether they are utilized as anticipated in the contract and that 
amounts are properly approved and supported; such review to include an examination 
of GC provisions in the CM and general contractor agreements and real time spot
checking to ensure amounts are not being billed more than once; 

> confim1ing vendors' and suppliers' billings to ensure there are no 
fictitious entities or billings and ascertain whether they are being paid in a timely 
manner by the contractor; 

> reviewing extra work tickets for completeness, accuracy, 
compliance with procedure and to spot red flags - including using records of Project 
access and payroll records to ve1ify actual site presence; 

> ve1ifying that lien waivers are being obtained fiom subco11tractors 
throughout the project and that final lien waivers are received; and 

> verifying those mate1ials invoiced for are actually the mate1ials 
used. 

• Bid-Rigging. Transportation infrastructure projects purchase an enom1ous 
amount of concrete and steel, and use substantial labor. The scope and size of such 
projects limits the possible field to those mega-contractors with approp1iate capacity. Past 
experience demonstrates that the cartelization of the construction industry, whereby 
major functions are controlled by a limited pool of potential bidders, is a significant risk. 

Limiting competition ahvays carries with it a risk of bid-rigging and other anti
competitive practices. We would use our experience in the Big Djg engagement to attack 
this problem. On that project, we evaluated a bid-rigging conspiracy in the award of the 
contract for the cable-stayed bridge over the Charles River, and identified the cost to the 
Project fi-om the conspiracy. On similar projects, we would recommend employing 
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measures to shift damages and defined penalties to culpable project participants in the 
event of a bid-rigging determination. 

• Organized Crime and Labor Racketeering. The extensive trucking 
required for projects creates a risk of organized crime infiltration; given the heavy 
involvement that organized crime has had in the metropolitan area trucking industry. The 
organized crime infiltration problem has also extended to trade labor unions. Given the 
extensive labor that will be required for these projects and the high cost of delay, there is 
a risk of labor racketeering schemes such as extorting improper payments and/or 
establishing no-show jobs. As a consequence of these risks, legitimate finns may stay out 
of the market. 

To combat these problems, we recommend employment of measures that have 
successfully worked on our other projects: creating minimum integrity standards for all 
contractors, vendors and workers in order to pmiicipate in the project; conducting 
background reviews to assure that those standards are met; controlling access to the 
project so that criminal influences are kept out; and maintaining substantial project video 
surveillance. By maintaining a ubiquitous presence on the site, at contractors' offices, and 
other relevant locations, we would establish a proactive deterrent measure. 

The experience of Mr. Stier, one of our PaJiner/Principal/Directors, in rooting out 
organized crime and corruption in Teamsters Local 560, and the working relationships he 
has developed with other trade unions, will provide indispensable value in guiding any 
projects organized crime and labor racketee1ing control efforts. So, too, will the 
experience of Mr. Prather, one of our Program Managers, as Director of Organized Crime 
Task Force when that agency Jed numerous investigations into labor racketeering and 
construction fraud, which produced RICO indictments and convictions of the leadership 
of the Intemational Longshoremen's Association, the Operating Engineers Union, and 
their organized crime bosses. This experience is invaluable, since the indictments focused 
on the activities of road contractors - some of which will be bidding for contracts on 
projects. 

• Aging Infrastructure Renovation. Given the age of the roadways and 
sheer size of such projects, unanticipated costs are ce1iain to mise. This becomes an 
integrity issue if a contractor seeks to exploit them for inappropriate financial gain. Also 
unanticipated dangers may be presented, which an unscrupulous contractor might try to 
ignore for the sake of expediency. 

Our SCA experience overseeing the integrity of many massive school renovation 
projects, and our recent experience as integJity monitor for MT A subway station 
renovation projects will be extremely useful in helping us to address the unique problems 
and hidden cost issues that a1ise on large-scale renovation projects, and appreciate how 
such projects differ fi-om new construction projects. 
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• Steel Testing and Procurement. Large infrastructure projects will involve 
substantial testing of high-strength steel in order to make judgments whether to repair or 
replace the metal. There will also be substantial procurement of specialty steel and related 
dependency on steel availability from a limited number of specialty planU fabrication 
sources. In such instances, we also anticipate that there will be specialty welding of steel 
on-site and at steel fabrication plants. The financial consequences of these factors create 
potential integ1ity issues. Our approach to this problem would capitalize on our extensive 
experience in monit01ing a steel fabrication company (Helmark), monitoring the 
extensive procurement of steel on the Hub project, and on our existing network of 
forensic experts in the analysis of steel-related issues. 

• Concrete Procurement. These projects will involve procurement and 
placement of substantial quantities of high-strength concrete. Our recent expe1ience on 
WTC projects has demonstrated that the scarcity of the resource gives rise to a potential 
integrity vulnerability. We would recommend the same approach to this problem that 
proved successful on the Hub project: encouraging the adoption of a strategy of removing 
unnecessary regulatory obstacles. On the Hub engagement we were credited with 
expanding the field of competition in concrete supply, and with bringing substantial 
savings to the project due to the increased competition. 

• Concrete Testing. These projects will involve testing high-strength concrete 
to meet required technical specifications. Our recent experience on WTC projects 
demonstrates that the testing process is a potential integrity issue. We recommend the 
same approach to this problem that proved successful for us on the WTC Transportation 
Hub project: conducting forensic analysis of concrete test reports to detem1ine whether 
there are patterns of test results that raise red flags. In our WTC engagements this 
approach identified falsified data resulting in the prosecution of the testing company and 
its chief executive. In order to prevent a recunence of this problem, we worked with the 
POJi Authority Materials Engineering Unit to help improve their controls/ procedures. 

• Design Contract Issues. Projects within the scope of work include design 
contracts. In light of the recent prosecution of a major NJ-based enginee1ing company 
for conducting a fraudulent billing scheme, and the substantial design business that we 
know is conducted by that company, we consider billing fraud on design contracts to be a 
possible 1isk. These design consultants will likely be billing staff by the hour. This 
presents a risk of paying for staff really not working on, or not working as much as stated 
on the project. Billing for staff by the hour that is supposed to be covered in general 
administrative or overhead costs is also a possible 1isk to be evaluated. Given the highly 
technical nature of design services, we recommend using a forensic engineer with design 
experience, and a forensic auditor to evaluate base-versus-change order scope issues and 
other potential fi·audulent billing issues arising fi·om design contracts. 

Our ability to identify the unique integrity challenges of a Project and develop 
customized solutions will provide unique benefits. 
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Records Review, Forensic Audits, Oversight and Investigations 

1. The Bidding Process 

We understand which integrity risks are significant for procurement on large-scale 
projects and focus procurement monitoring on those posing significant integrity risks. By 
ensuring approp1iate procurement practices are followed, we also limit the likelihood of bid 
protests and the success of any protests that are filed. 

Our approach includes assessment of the subject company's policies and procedures and 
their applicability to lower-tier subcontractors and vendors. We identify need for improvements 
and dming the engagement monitor adherence to policies. In solicitation phase construction 
procurement monitoring, we review RFPs to ensure proper procedures were followed and not 
w1itten to favor particular contractors. We review bidding pools to ensure they were not stacked 
to steer work to a favored contractor and competition is adequate. During the submission and 
award phase, we attend bid and best and final offer ("BAFO") openings: ensure that proper bid 
receipt and opening procedures are followed (when not, identifying evidence of altered bids or 
other improprieties); attend scope meetings to ensure that bidders are given the same infonnation 
and the playing field is level; review bids to identify suspicious bidding patterns and other 
indications of collusion or other integrity breaches; and review award recommendations and 
decisions or other documentation of the procurement history. We evaluate the Project's 
documentation procedures to see if a contemporaneous record is maintained that memorializes 
all key activities involved in a procurement decision and demonstrates that the procurement 
decisions are transparent and follow the proper process. 

Our methodology enabled us to identify significant procurement issues on our past 
engagements. On the WTC Transportation Hub engagement, we established that CMs on the 
project were not fulfilling their responsibility to properly screen contractors' safety records, 
pa1iicularly for lower-tier subcontractors. This was a significant risk. While safety is always a 
concern on large construction projects, it is even more concerning on these highly visible mega
projects. Our procurement and safety specialists worked with the contractors to establish 
appropriate procedures for review of safety data, and to make sure that they were implemented. 

Our engineers work closely with the team procurement specialists to evaluate technical 
issues. We identify subjects for a bid leveling review based on red flags such as contracts not 
going to the lowest bidder; BAFO process inegularities; too few bidders; sole source contracts; 
supplemental agreements; and depmiures from procurement protocol. We review the bid leveling 
process to evaluate whether procurement policies and procedures were followed, the process was 
fair and open, and that contract award recommendations were based on best overall value. We 
examine the RFP, subcontractor proposals, technical requirements, scheduling, alternates, unit 
p1icing, labor rates, allowances, estimates, CM/GC estimates, and overall implementation of the 
bid leveling process. We attend bid leveling meetings, (possibly) pre-scope meetings, interview 
bidders and CM/GC engineers, estimators and other staff. 
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2. Payment Applications/ Requisitions 

Keeping costs in line with original budget and estimates is a significant challenge in large 
capital construction projects. Excessive general conditions costs, scope changes, contingencies 
and allowances, change orders, and claims are over-budget contributors. Cost over-runs also 
may be a problem in a mega-renovation project like this. The key to containing, controlling, and 
avoiding these problems is to real time- monitor budgeted vs. actual costs. 

We would track actual costs reporting for specific pre-detern1ined budgetary categories in 
order to identify significant variances to be brought timely to the attention of the Using Agency, 
also testing for transparency, adequate documentation and sign-offs. On larger projects we 
identified several millions of dollars in excess general conditions and supervisory payroll costs, 
change orders and extra work not in the original budget, then offered our clients 
recommendations to help prevent them happening in the future. CM/GC payment applications 
are reviewed for appropriate documentation, adequately describing work components, quantities 
completed, and project and payment status. Review of "pencil copy" payment requisitions are 
made at site and additional times during the month, to check for agreement between the invoiced 
amount and work completed. 

As on our WTC projects, we would identify Project key financial fraud risks. Our 
concerns are potential CM and trade contractor integrity risks in front loading; excessive general 
conditions; double-billing/commingling of labor, materials and equipment between lump sum 
and T &M work; excessive supervisory labor; unsuppmied or excessive overtime; lack of 
suppmiing documentation (especially subcontractors); change orders; and scope changes/charge 
backs. All forensic accounting activities would be closely coordinated with existing oversight 
such as internal auditors and project desk auditors for maximum synergy and eliminate 
duplication. On PA engagements we have actively collaborated with the Internal Audit staff and 
WTCC desk auditors, leveraging existing resources to avoid duplication of tasks already being 
perfon11ed. 

Crucial processes and internal controls that govern the significant integrity risks are our 
monitoring focus, payment of requisitions and change orders for example. On our WTC 
engagements, flow-charting internal control procedures helped identify weaknesses, prompting 
recommendations to the internal control process implemented by the contractors. 

Our forensic accounting approach includes analysis of CM requisitions and supporting 
documentation, including billings for self-performed work, general conditions and other direct 
costs, supervisory labor, material and equipment billings. On our engagements, we documented 
the CM's attempt to charge under general conditions not reimbursable costs, unexplained 
supervisory labor costs increases, excessive supervisory overtime, cost miscoding, and lack of 
subcontractor submittals such as ce1iified payrolls and lien waivers. Several findings prompted 
recommendations that led to improvements. 

Our forensic accounting includes directly confim1ing transactions with mate1ial vendors 
and suppliers to verify the completeness and accuracy recorded on the general contractor's books 
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and to identify potential fraudulent vendors. Compliance with procedures for the purchasing, 
storage and insuring of materials is also reviewed. Recommendations for enhanced integrity risk 
management and pro-active deterrence may follow. "Drill-down" reviews of subcontractor 
documentation and support including invoices, cost loaded schedules, certified payrolls, lien 
waivers, proof of insurance and bonding, change order approvals, and proof of payments to 
lower-tier subcontractors. 

Thacher forensic engineers work with our auditors to monitor requisitions and evaluate 
the potential integrity risks, such as front-loaded payments. Trained and certified in Primavera 
construction scheduling software used by large public owners/developers, our engineers 
periodically spot-review project schedules for accuracy. Under our monitoring approach we 
compare the owner's and CM's schedules to cost-loaded schedules. We identify schedule-based 
agreements and commitments between projects and stakeholders within and around the site in 
order to identify project milestones and the possibility that a milestone problem is affecting the 
schedule reporting. 

On a spot basis, we compare payments to subcontractors under their cost-loaded 
schedules to the reported schedule progress. We attend project coordination meetings where 
delays, recovery plans, and other schedule issues are discussed. We compare repmied progress to 
our site observations. If documentary analysis described above reflects anomalies, we make 
specific site observations. We evaluate the possibility of fi·ont-loading fraud such as theft (for 
overbilling), default (after positive cash flow from overbilling or fi-ontloading is exhausted), and 
delays (via deliberate obfuscation of the work in place to give the impression of greater 
construction progress than actually achieved). We detem1ine if the amounts billed accurately 
reflect construction progress, and check the schedule of values to verify that the budget 
dist1ibution is reasonable and does not overload early action items. 

We believe in utilizing a robust field presence. This approach allows for the gathering of 
significant infom1ation to utilize in our document and record reviews. Reflecting our multi
disciplinary approach, we also use headcounts and other fieldwork by our investigators to assess 
payment applications, which often identify disconnects and red flags with questions that would 
not surface in ordinary desk audits. 

3. Change Orders 

Our forensic engineers review the original contract's scope, the proposed scope change, 
the justification for the change, the independent estimates, the adequacy of supporting 
documentation, adherence to policies and procedures, cost reasonableness, and applicability of 
cost allocation agreements. These reviews aim to ensure that base scope work is not charged 
again in the change order and that the costs are not inflated. We review RFJ processes for the 
presence of red flags or suspicious pattems. We create a checklist of required documents and 
procedures, using the Project's policies and procedures. Where appropriate, our team prepares an 
independent estimate for comparison, to verify the accuracy of material quantities, the use of 
established unit pricing and the overall cost reasonableness. Site visits are perfonned to verify 
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that the actual work is in place and is representative of the change order scope. Interviews of 
contractor staff and Using Agency personnel are performed as needed. 

All change order documents are reviewed for compliance with procedural requirements. 
The contractor's proposed costs for the change order are compared to the CM/GC estimate and 
the Using Agency estimate. We track change order payments against the budget established for 
the change order to protect against potential overbilling issues. 

4. Contractor/ Vendor Payments- Preventing False Payments 

Our forensic auditors and forensic engineers monitor processes known to be subjects of 
abuse by unscrupulous contractors. In the sections above, we gave examples in our review of 
requisitions and change orders. Other areas of concern and our methodologies for addressing 
them are described below. 

General Conditions: Similar requirements for general conditions work may be covered 
in the CM's, general contractors, and lower-tier subcontractors' agreements. CM general 
conditions labor, mate1ial and equipment could be used to remediate design and construction 
enors without properly documenting costs and appropriately back-charging them to the 
responsible party. We examine general conditions provisions in CM and contractor agreements 
and spot check perfonnance to see whether the work is appropriately billed. We also check to 
see iflower-tier contractors are perfom1ing general conditions work. 

T&M Work: Many lump sum change orders that sta1i as time and materials ("T&M'') 
work are settled as lump sums using work tickets as a negotiation starting point. It is nearly 
impossible to detect work ticket padding in after-the-fact review. We identify T &M work in real 
time and review processes as WJitten and actually perfonned to see if accurate, complete 
documentation of labor, materials and equipment is created in a timely manner. On a spot basis, 
we do head counts, and quantify mate1ials and equipment used to verify subsequent ticket 
submittals, thus identifying potential overcharges and recoveries or confirming T &M charges 
don't include base contract work. On recent engagements our work has been instrumental 111 

getting CMs and contractors to track costs in accordance with meaningful standards. 

Allowances, Contingencies, Acceleration and Holds: We review the contract, defining 
conditions in which such funds may be spent, examine supporting documentation for associated 
category costs, and field-verify work has been perfonned, confim1ing budget items are not being 
used as an additional funds source for work outside specified purposes. 

Quality Assurance and Control ("QA/QC") Reviews: We seek to prevent/identify 
mate1ials substitutions, and use of"knock-offs". For selected work items with potential integrity 
risk we review technical QA/QC specifications and spot check compliance through field 
observations (covert or escOiied) to see if required inspections and other processes, mate1ials and 
equipment, were followed, installed, and/or used. We follow-up review document submittals (i.e. 
inspection repOiis) that correspond to the forensic engineer's field observations to ensure 
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compliance and confinn field observations. We also interview engineers and other technical staff 
of the CM, general contractor, subcontractor, supplier, and the P A. 

Credit Change Orders and Charge-Backs: Our technical specialists identify safety, 
environmental and other compliance requirements in lump sum contracts and evaluate 
contractors' compliance efforts. We've successfully pursued charge-back strategies where the 
requirements were not satisfied, and obtained recoveries for our clients. More importantly, these 
strategies have spurred enhanced compliance with the contract requirements. 

5. Compliance with Labor Laws and Collective Bargaining Agreements/ 
Prevention of Certified Payroll Fraud 

Our labor law monitoring consists of site visits for: prevailing wage interviews of the 
trade workers and supervisors; headcounts; identifying overtime work; obtaining supporting 
documentation from workers, such as pay stubs; observing on-site worker activity and behaviors; 
observing paychecks distribution from contractor to workers; examining paychecks where 
appropriate; and otherwise obtaining infonnation about site activities relevant to labor Jaw 
compliance monitoring. We site visit during the usual working hours, second shift, evenings and 
weekends. 

We also visit contractors' and subcontractors' offices to access the firms' intemal records 
(such as payroll registers, union remittance reports and checks to trade unions) to verify proper 
wage and supplemental benefit payments. Infom1ation on ce1iified payroll repOiis and 
infom1ation in the intemal records and that obtained dming field interviews are compared. 

We spot-compare site access records and other sources of infon11ation (such as shop 
steward logs) to ce1iified payrolls to detem1ine accuracy and completeness, and possibly to 
detect no-show workers and improper cash payments. As prevailing wage interviews are 
perfom1ed and checked against ce1iified payroll repmis, workers will be selected to receive 
prevailing wage infom1ation letters that solicit identical details inquired during a prevailing wage 
site interview: wages and benefits received; nature of work perfon11ed ("classification"); and 
days and hours worked. Our letter allows a worker to answer wages and benefits questions in the 
p1ivacy ofhis home, instead ofin front of co-workers, foremen and supervisors. 

We observe the apprentices-to-joumeymen ratio for compliance with prevailing wage 
requirements and billing for work. On an existing project, this aspect of our monitoring detected 
a significant overbilling: apprentices being charged at joumeymen rates for acceleration work. 

We also contact trade unions, seeking their cooperation to independently verify benefit 
payments, especially unions subject to govemment intervention, trusteeship, monitorship or 
intemational control. We make benefit payments a focus because our findings of prevailing 
wage violations on certain cunent projects have primmily been regarding benefit shortages. 

Where a trade union has a monitor or integrity officer, we develop a working relationship 
with that person, seeking intelligence from these sources on industry trends, emerging schemes, 
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and the workers assigned to the project, so that our monitoring strategy is aware of potential 
problems from new industry developments. 

Detailed analysis of contractor and vendor records and "drilling down" to underlying 
supporting documentation is necessary for identifying possibly organized-crime connected 
contractors and trade workers. It also supports our efforts to find benefit violations involving out
of-town trade union workers. By developing intelligence sources and varying our site visits 
we've identified integrity breaches such as a midnight shift no-show union shop steward, whom 
we identified early in the Hub engagement (and who was subsequently removed from his 
position). 

We focus our prevailing wage fieldwork, interviews and headcounts, on particular 
contractors, on a rotating basis, to achieve proactive deterrence and transparency. Greatest 
emphasis is given to trades and contractors with past integiity issues. Intelligence we develop 
regarding possibly corrupt relationships between contractors and labor unions is used to 
detennine potential targets. We also target contractors perfonning cost plus work, detailing 
technical staff needed to distinguish cost plus from lump sum workers in auditing. We use 
project information available in daily look-aheads, project-coordination meetings, and other 
sources to effective] y target our resources. 

For all trades we review CBAs to become completely familiar with all "non-productive 
jobs" provided for in them. The personnel who fill these jobs are identified to see whether they 
actually are on site to prevent or detect no-show jobs. Because we conduct these activities in a 
cooperative manner, to facilitate workers' support we develop excellent infom1ation and project 
intelligence. On existing engagements this has enabled us to detect no-show jobs and other 
improper schemes. 

6. Compliance with New Jersey Small Business Requirements and Goals 

A legitimate New Jersey small business cannot be a pass-thru entity just to satisfy the 
Small Business set-aside requirement. 

Our experience in monitoring M/W/DBE subcontractors on WTC and MTA projects is 
directly applicable to monitoring a Small Business Subcontractor ("SBS"). We developed our 
expertise in monitoring M/W/DBE compliance on large construction projects in the mega
projects we have monitored for the PA and the MT A. At the MTA 's direction, large public 
contractor Judlau retained us to independently review and instill best practices in its company
wide M/W/DBE compliance programs, and assess their implementation. Our similar 
engagements involve analysis and improvements of corporate M/W /DBE compliance progi·ams 
of large public works general contractors Skanska, Schiavone and Dragados. 

We will test the bona fides and independence of the SBS by observing it at the 
construction site, its labor force and supervisors' identities, and deten11ining ownership or 
financial responsibilities for equipment in use. Workers and supervisors of the SBS and general 
contractor employees will be interviewed about the SBS and its general contractor relationship. 
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SBS management will be interviewed at the entity's headquarters. We will monitor how GC 
senior management ensures the SBS perfonns actual and necessary services and complies with 
opportunity program rules. When able, these tasks are combined with our labor Jaw compliance 
monitoring and similar activities. Our approach has successfully identified M/W/DBE pass
throughs on our existing engagements. 

7. Environmental and Safety Compliance Monitoring 

In our initial environmental and safety compliance monitoring we identify the 
comprehensive systems and staffing needed to address identifiable hazards. In monitming we 
sample relevant processes to see whether identifiable risks are being addressed. 

On our public mega-project engagements this approach, in close consultation with our 
clients, has delivered high value including identifying need for and then recommending an 
emergency response plan and onsite medical facility; timely demolition plans' submission; 
improved tower crane compliance; and improved vehicular safety, fire safety, compressed gas 
cylinder storage and labeling, sling inspections, heavy lift planning and worker tie-off safety 
practices. Our environmental recommendations, governing Environmental Perfom1ance 
Commitments (special agreements on WTC air quality, noise minimization, soil management, 
and other projects) also have been adopted. 

When we move to our sampling approach we spot-monitor specific significant risks, 
some of which are described briefly below. 

Trucking - Construction Waste: The trucking manifest is the key control identifying 
the mate1ial to be removed from the site and its proper handling. Monitoring this control depends 
on maintaining an extensive field presence, so we can detem1ine in real time whether the 
manifests are being used properly. On existing engagements we have established violations such 
as non-use of manifests, incomplete manifests, and pre-signing manifests, which unden11ine the 
value of manifests as controls that reliably identify the nature of the mate1ial and its proper 
disposal. 

We also visit disposal facilities to confim1 mate1ials were taken to a conect facility for 
the mate1ials and disposal was appropriately memorialized in receipts or other documentation. 
We also review manifests and disposal tickets for truckload weight analysis, to identify instances 
and patterns of overweight trucking to prevent additional dangers to the public and its roadways. 

Hazardous \Vaste Management Our WTC expe1ience in monitming hazardous waste 
will be valuable if hazardous waste disposal is necessary on the Project. Hazardous materials' 
improper handling creates risks for the Using Agency via potential contamination of other 
materials and their storage areas. Once we identified potential problems on the WTC projects we 
worked with the P A and contractors to develop proper handling and spill clean-up procedures. 
Our efforts succeeded. Potential liability for improper disposal of contaminated soils was 
avoided. 
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In monitoring hazardous waste management, we review the contractor's written plan and 
conduct field inspections to determine proper implementation and plan compliance. In our 
written plan review we will determine if the plan adheres to the Using Agency standards and 
regulatory requirements. Our field inspections determine if the written plan has been properly 
implemented. If our inspections reveal spills we will provide immediate Using Agency 
notification, follow-up and monitor the clean-up so that contaminated materials are properly 
disposed. 

Licenses, Training and Certifications: An individual or company may not obtain 
required environmental and/or safety licenses, training and ce1iifications. Licenses and 
certifications may be falsified or obtained through corrupt methods. In any case, unqualified 
individuals or entities may not respond properly, risking the health of workers and the public, 
environmental damage, schedule delays, liability and financial penalties. 

Our methodology includes identifying site-required licenses, credentials, trammg and 
certifications, auditing select contractors for regulatory requirements compliance, and verifying 
whether firms and individuals possess required licenses, training and certifications. We conduct 
on-site worker interviews and request compliance documentation; seek supporting 
documentation from contractors, training institutions, and other agencies; and ensure credentials 
are legitimate and approved by the approp1iate govemment agency through independent 
authentication and analysis. 

Permits: An individual or company may fail to secure required environmental and safety 
pennits, or pen11its may be falsified or obtained through coiTUpt methods. Construction activities 
that adversely affect the environment may occur in either case, including illegal disposal of 
contaminated materials, health concerns for the workers and the public, accidents, schedule 
delays, liability and fines. We identify required pem1its and their renewal periods; request, 
review and evaluate requested pem1its' copies from the CM, contractors, and issuing govemment 
agencies; audit a selection of pem1itting requirements; ensure pen11its are legitimate and 
independently authenticate pem1its via issuing government agency verification. 

Non-Performance/Selective Performance: A contractor, consultant or testing laboratory 
may fail to perform environmental and/or safety responsibilities from a corrupt act such as 
bribery, or by cutting comers to reduce costs and save time. The safety and environmental 
danger from these failures may put workers and public at risk. Our methodology includes 
compiling a list of individuals with specific safety responsibilities to document them; auditing 
safety-related work of targeted individuals to verify their requirements are satisfied; field 
observations and interviews to check compliance with regulatory requirements; and confinning 
the absence of no-show jobs that may affect safety compliance. 

Submittals: Required environmental and safety documents may not be completed, 
falsified, inaccurately completed, not timely submitted or may be altered after approval. In such 
cases incidents or exposures on the project may result. We review regulatory requirements; 
identify project-required environmental and safety submittals and select them for inspection; 
deten11ine whether documentation is complete, accurate and satisfies the regulatory 
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requirements; and monitor documentation integrity by inspecting them for signs of falsifications, 
and independently authenticating them. 

Contractor EnvironmentaVSafety Record: Contractors with poor safety records and/or 
a history of environmental violations may be contracted by misrepresentations, or their safety 
and environmental record may change during contract pendency. On a spot basis we check 
prospective contractors' provided infonnation for accuracy; and independently authenticate the 
environmental and safety information of targeted contractors. We also periodically review 
contractor safety records for long-duration contracts to determine if standard industry safety 
measurement metrics, such as experience modifications rate or the Lost Workday Case Incident 
Rate, have changed during the life of the contract. 

8. Insurance Certifications and Bond Payment Reconciliation 

To ensure that required insurance policies and bonding are in place, Thacher will review 
contracts and bonding requirements, then request and review original policies fi·om 
underwriters. Copies will not be accepted as proof of coverage. We will spot check policies and 
riders to ensure that all appropriate legal entities (i.e. subsidiaries) and projects are covered. To 
ensure policies have been paid, we review original invoices from brokers and spot-review 
cancelled checks or bank wire confim1ations. If policies are paid via installment we will spot 
check monthly payments against cancelled checks or bank wires. To ensure proper coverage 
over the life of the project, we will monitor policy expiration dates. Additionally, Thacher will 
periodically spot check policies against adjusted contract values to ensure that additional 
insurance and/or bonding requirements resulting from new awards, scope changes, or change 
orders are sufficiently maintained. 

Contract Management (Section 4.4.3.2) 

Our contract management approach has enabled us to successfully perfom1 a diverse 
array of integrity managing engagements. 

Work Plan Methodology 

Our key technique for contract management is our work plan methodology. It addresses a 
key problem in monitorships - how to stretch limited resources in a manner that responsibly 
discharges what is often a fom1idably large monitorship scope of work. A rote response will not 
generate the needed focus, nor produce a satisfactory approach to integ1ity monitoring. It 
ce1iainly will not be responsive to unforeseen problems, even though those unforeseen problems 
will crop up, demanding time and attention. 

The work plan desc1ibes how we will monitor known integrity 1isks. It acts as a guide 
defining tasks to be perfonned by us, establishes milestones, deliverables and deadlines, creates a 
time-per-task projection and financial budget, and identifies contingencies. Prepared in 
consultation and subject to our client's approval, the work plan creates the tool for meaningfully 
assessing the client's needs. It provides the mechanism for targeting monitorship resources, 
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allocating them where needed, and rapidly shifting those resources to address new problems. It 
creates the basis for prioritizing tasks and creates the standard for our accountability. It assures 
that our work will be what New Jersey seeks. 

Our work plan methodology is not self-executing and requires a great deal of 
communication to remain responsive to our clients' changing needs in fluid circumstances. From 
our experience we know there is no facile substitute for the hard work that is necessary to assure 
client satisfaction. Therefore, at the outset of an engagement we meet with our client to discuss 
expectations and obtain information necessary for devising, and revising our work plan. We 
discuss and resolve any issues that may arise during this process so that we have a meeting of the 
minds regarding the work we are to perfom1, in advance of performing the vvork. 

Implementation of our work plan methodology enables clients to manage costs 
effectively and contributes to our abiJity to "set a tone" early in the Project so we can scale back 
our time commitments and related costs over time. 

Mobilization & Implementation Plan 

Quickly mobilizing integrity monit01ing teams for large engagements is not new to 
Thacher. Recently, after Hunicane Sandy, we responded capably to New York City's 
emergency Rapid Repair program. We quickly staffed an additional 25 investigators and forensic 
specialists to monitor contractors making city-funded repairs. This engagement has already 
yielded significant preliminary findings. 

If we are awarded a Task Order, our team will be assembled and ready to begin work 
within five (5) business days of receiving a Notice to Proceed. The personnel and management 
structure of the team will comport with the organizational chart submitted in response to the 
Engagement Query. 

Client Communications 

As our work progresses, regular and frequent client communications assure that our work 
is responsive to New Jersey's needs. In other engagements, we routinely keep the client infon11ed 
of pending work progress and proposed new initiatives. We hold regular meetings and 
additionally communicate via teleconferences, email, and w1itten work product. Our weekly 
"look-aheads" describe monitorship tasks planned for the coming week. Together these 
communications are a mechanism for knowing whether we are meeting our clients' expectations. 
We are mindful of the value of our clients' time and always seek to communicate in the most 
efficient manner. 

Team Supervision 

Our project management approach provides close superv1s1on of each project team. 
Thacher engagements are staffed with one Thacher principal as well as a project manager. They 
work together to maintain direct client communications, ensure the quality of our work product, 
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and enhance the team's efficiency. This team approach is carefully coordinated to enhance our 
team management and avoid duplication. 

We manage our team by defining goals and objectives, specific tasks, and allocating 
resources to perfonn the tasks in our work plans. Our Project Manager's key responsibility is 
keeping everyone on task, according to the plan. With tasks in the work plan defined to the 
client's satisfaction project management makes sure the work is proceeding as planned, and the 
team is a coordinated, integrated unit. 

TA 's internal management structure ensures complimentary superv1s10n. Internal 
supervisors - our chief forensic engineer, our forensic audit manager, our senior managing 
investigator, and the manager of our intelligence and analysis unit- supervise the staff members 
within their respective disciplines and maintain quality control/quality assurance. All senior-level 
personnel are in the same location, which also distinguishes us from other integJity monit01ing 
teams. 

Our integrity monitoring project management approach assures that goals and objectives 
are clearly defined in our integrity risk analyses, and schedule and budget are clearly defined in 
our work plans. These methodologies need to be clearly understood in order to be effective. For 
that reason, T A does not out source to sub-consultants any project management function. An in
house staff member carefully schooled in the Thacher approach manages every engagement. 

We conduct regular team meetings for all personnel to collectively rep011 on our 
activities and developments affecting the engagement. Team meetings assure that our activities 
are coordinated among all disciplines and members. When insights and findings of each 
discipline are shared with and incorporated into the strategies of all other disciplines, the synergy 
helps us avoid duplication. Coordination of team activities and integration of our services are the 
hallmarks of our day-to-day management. 

We have demonstrated 2417 ability to execute our plans and respond to the needs of our 
engagements. Making duty officer assignments on a 2417 basis, as we do in other engagements, 
assures our always availability for exigencies. 

We know the quality of our work product must stand up to scrutiny years after our 
engagement is completed, by representatives of New Jersey, regulators and legislators regarding 
the extent to which we were able to assist in preventing waste, fraud, abuse and conuption, and 
detecting where it has occmTed. We know that maintaining our own high reputation mandates 
the continuing quality of our work. Our commitment to the concept of integrity monitoring and 
appreciation for the expe1ience of supp011ing the government in our existing engagements 
reinforces our dedication to providing the highest quality work possible. There is no more 
imp01iant work that we could be doing. We are committed to perfonning it now and in the future 
to the highest possible standards. 
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Potential Problems (Section 4.4.3.4) 

Since these are New Jersey's first projects with integrity monitors, our role may not be 
understood by the contractors, and we may encounter resistance and lack of cooperation from 
them. The reason is that project integrity monitoring is a relatively new concept and not well 
understood in the contracting community. Moreover, in our experience, compliance tasks may be 
seen as irrelevant and even as obstacles, to the timely completion of the project. 

> We have successfully addressed this problem on the WTC projects with a 
team-building approach and with integrity awareness training sessions with the 
contractors. We have also participated in project kick-off meetings, so we could explain 
to new contractors the role of the integrity monitor. On these projects, we would begin 
the integrity awareness training sessions early. We would hold the training sessions and 
project kick-off meetings as an opportunity to begin the team-building approach early on 
in the project, so that the integrity standards are understood early. We would tailor our 
approach to the actual integiity monitoring knowledge and experience of the contractor. 

> Moreover, we would provide more intensive monitoring services during 
the first stages of a project, so that the lessons leamed early in the project can develop 
traction with the contracting community. This will also have the salutary benefit of 
reducing the monitoring costs later in a project. 

T Our planned hands-on approach is of course dependent on being able to 
get to the Project quickly; distance from the Project cannot be allowed to become an 
obstacle to proper perfom1ance of integrity monitoring functions. In order to address this 
issue, we have taken steps to establish a New Jersey office which we can operate most 
efficiently to perfonn this contract. 

Another potential problem arises from the long-tenn nature of these projects. Maintaining 
an organized institutional memory will be of enonnous impmiance in assuring consistency of 
approach. 

> We have an important technical advantage that will benefit the Project, 
derived from the recent acquisition ofT A by K2. Our management of the engagement 
would utilize sophisticated analytic tools that K2 has developed. These tools will allow 
the project's data to be organized in a fully searchable format that will be available not 
only to TA project personnel, but also to the relevant Using Agency. The use of these 
tools will create enormous efficiencies, but no additional cost. 

Additional potential problems include: the sheer size and geog1·aphical spread of these 
projects; our retention after the commencement and award of a substantial portion of a project, 
the uniquely complicated site logistics posed by either continuing heavy use as transportation 
infrastructure which must be maintained and protected during construction or multiple 
geogTaphic wide-spread sites found in residential recovery projects, and the existence of multiple 
stakeholders. 
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> We have encountered and overcome all of these probJe1ns in our prior 
integrity monitoring engagements through close coordination with the client so as to 
develop a consensus on what are the principal risks and monitoring priorities. With that 
consensus, we are able to establish effective lines of communication with the contractors 
to gain timely access to documents and information. Through frequent attendance at 
project meetings and at the site, we establish our role and its importance to the client. 
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Thacher Associates' Organizational Support and Experience (Section 4.4.4) 

Below we set forth Thacher Associates, LLC' s ("Thacher" or "T A'') organizational 
support and experience that makes it the most qualified firm for performing the services sought 
under RFP #14-X-231 10, Prequalification Pools: Auditing and Other Related Services in Support 
of Disaster Recovery (Hunicane Sandy); Pool 3- Integrity Monitoring/Anti-Fraud. 

Thacher has been a leader in providing integrity monitoring services for all of its 17 -year 
existence. We have been selected by our public-sector and private-sector clients for complex and 
sophisticated integrity monitoring engagements, and have never failed to perfonn those 
assignments successfully. We use a combination of innovative problem solving, informed by the 
experience and expertise of our staff, and hard work to address the problems that we are tasked 
with solving, and we do not accept a result other than success. As a result of this approach, we 
have earned a reputation as one of the foremost integrity monitoring firms. We know how to 
prevent and control fraud, waste and abuse. We know how to establish transparency and 
accountability in business transactions. We know how to address the problems of organized 
crime, labor racketeering and other fonns of conuption in integrity monitoring engagements, by 
devising practicable and effective opp01iunity-blocking strategies. 

Our capability for responsiveness to the needs of Hurricane Sandy Recovery and 
Rebuilding Projects is demonstrated by our substantial capacity to provide skilled managerial 
and professional resources for integrity monitoring engagements. We continue to increase our 
capacity to perfonn additional assignments by adding carefully-selected members to our staff, 
augmenting their credentials through additional training, and managing them so that we are 
assured that they have the benefit of T A's institutional knowledge and are perfom1ing in 
accordance with our high standards. We have a commitment to providing training to staff so they 
can maintain and augment their professional credentials. Attached as Exhibit A to this Section of 
Thacher's proposal is a chmi summmizing the professional licenses and certifications of our 
staff. There simply is no other fim1 in the New Jersey area that has in-house all the required 
disciplines and staff in numbers sufficient to succeed as an Integrity Monitor for Hunicane 
Sandy Recovery and Rebuilding Projects. Our standard practice supp01is field staff in 
maintaining appropriate credentials for construction field monitoring, such as OSHA and 
scaffold ce1iifications and track training, as well as professional credentials, such as CFE status 
or admission to the practice of law. Our staff also includes three (3) Certified Public 
Accountants 

In this section of our proposal, we provide all details sought in the RFP regarding our 
operational location; our organizational charts for this Project and for the Firm; the resumes for 
all management, supervisory, and key personnel to be assigned to this Project; our backup staff 
plan; and our expe1ience with contracts of similar size and scope; and the requested infonnation 
regarding our financial capability. 

Location (Section 4.4.4.1) 

It is our intention to open a New Jersey office to augment the field operations related to 
this project. The New Jersey office will be at no-cost to the State and will allow us to minimize 
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any travel related expenses while maximizing the efficiencies that come with being located in the 
heart of the rebuilding efforts. Currently, the office of Thacher Associates, LLC, is located at 
330 West 42 Street, New York, New York 10036, telephone number 212-845-7534. Joseph 
DeLuca is the contact for this project. 

Organization Charts (Section 4.4.4.2) 

The Organizational Chart for the Firm is identical to the Contract-Specific Chart 
requested in the RFP. It is attached as Exhibit B to this Section of Thacher's proposal. All 
members of our staff will be available to work on any task order issued pursuant to the 
Engagement Process outlined in the RFP. The specific staff assigned pursuant to an Engagement 
Query will be determined by their relevant expertise and the project" s needs. These staff will be 
identified and an organizational chmi will be provided with our response to the Engagement 
Query. 

Resumes (Section 4.4.4.3) 

Our selection of personnel to lead our integrity monitoring team is based on our 
knowledge of the key integtity risks that any disaster recovery and rebuilding project will face. 
We have already conducted extensive research regarding federal and State prosecutions of 
organized crime, labor racketeering, political corruption and fraud in the New Jersey 
construction industry in anticipation of these projects. A summary of our research is attached as 
Exhibit C to this Section of Thacher Associates' proposal. 

Our staff is comprised of 50 individuals, each of whom devote all of their time to our 
professional engagements, including our Principals. Our staff can devote over 100,000 
professional hours annually to our engagements, and we currently have the capacity to 
successfully perfom1 integrity monitoring on any of New Jersey's rebuilding and recovery 
projects. 

Our Staff is comprised of the following persons: 

• Principals - Thomas D. Thacher II, Joseph A. DeLuca, Edwin Stier, Vincent 
D' Amelio 

• Managing Directors - Martin Aronchik, Don Campolo, Dyana Lee, Barry DeFoe, 
William Rogers, Paul Ryan, Bradley Breslin, Gerard Frech, Christopher Prather 

• Director of Intelligence and Analytic Solutions Mitchell Silber 
• Chief Digital Officer Matt Unger 
• Director of Forensic Engineers Jim Murphy 
• Senior Forensic Engineer Ken Casado and Forensic Engineers Mark Jackson, Shirley 

Wu, Michael Canano, Besmira Ismailgeci, Michael Kokoszka, Lirdi Mexhitaj, liven 
Shyti, Eric Palummie1i 

• Forensic Safety Engineer Michael Nomwyle 
• Forensic Environmental Engineer Rudin Pistoli 
• Director of Investigations Rod Leith 
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• Chief Investigator Salvatore Maggio 
• Investigators Eugenio Torriente, Mark Duggan, Patrick McAllister, Jim Bush, Tim 

Feehan, Kevin McPartland, Joseph Cannatella, Gary Cimorelli, Harold Tallett 
• Directors of Forensic Auditors Richard Vermeulen and Louis Vetter 
• Senior Forensic Auditors Kevin Mullins, Dan Kassa 
• Forensic Auditors Bob Cecere, Sarah Fattah, Jonathan Pitts, Insong Yun, Phillipe 

LaRock, Liam Richmond, Hoyt Hamlin 
• Director of Research and Intelligence Patricia Napolitano 
• Senior Research Analyst Rob Ellman and Research Analysts Melissa Kolis and 

Charlene Morales 
• Administrative Support Erica Rodriguez, Virginia Barone, Sherry Chang, Carolyn 

Rynn 

On these projects, we intend to assign the onsite representative role to fom1er New Jersey 
State Police ("NJSP") members. Former NJSP Major Salvatore Maggio will work with TA in 
selecting the most qualified personnel for these roles. The investigators we have recruited have 
significant investigative and command experience with the New Jersey State Police. Mr. 
Maggio and Messrs. McPartland, Cannatella, Cimorelli, and Tallett have been recruited for this 
matter because of their distinguished NJSP law enforcement careers and will fulfill the needs of 
this engagement as a first primity. Moreover, Mr. Maggio has already begun recruiting other 
investigators with similar backgrounds, for whom this engagement will also be a first p1i01ity. 

Our team will also be supplemented by specialty subcontractors drawn from our 
extensive network, if needed for the engagement. 

A more detailed desc1iption of the background and qualifications and relevant expe1ience 
of our Team is set fmih in their resumes, attached as Exhibit D to this Section of Thacher 
Associates' proposal. 

We anticipate that our uniquely qualified team will generate many successes if we are 
selected for engagement. Since this is New Jersey's first expe1ience with integrity monitoring, 
we feel it is important to keep track of the team's successes, so that the value of the engagement 
can be demonstrated to agency executives, project managers, and funding sources. As part of our 
standard operating procedure, we will keep track of the engagement's successes. We have a great 
deal of experience in doing so in our previous engagements. 

Most impmiantly, our expe1ienced staff understands hm:v to provide meaningful findings 
and deliverables to the client. These projects require regular reporting to the Governor, State 
Treasurer and the New Jersey State Legislature. Our staff understands the importance of 
communicating the successes of the lntegJity Monitoring progJ·am to high-level clients. As 
fon11er prosecutors, our staff also understands, if necessary, how to communicate meaningful 
infom1ation to the New Jersey Attomey GeneraL County Prosecutor's Offices, and Inspectors 
General to assist in investigations and prosecutions. 
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While it is dependent upon the Scope of Work involved in Engagement Query, Thacher 
generally will assign one Principal and one Project Manager to each project. The number of 
forensic accountants, forensic engineers, intelligence analysts and investigators will be project 
specific. However, Thacher Associates has a "deep bench" that provides us enormous back-up 
capabilities. As described in our Firm organizational chart, Thacher has 14 forensic auditors, ll 
forensic engineers, 18 investigators, and 4 analysts. Further, many of our staff are experienced on 
disaster recovery and rebuilding projects through their work on the New York City Rapid 
Repairs Program. 

Because of our commitment to assuring high-quality services, we continue to hire 
professional staff so as to stay ahead of the immediate demand for services. We hire in the 
expectation that we will continue to obtain new engagements; we do not wait to hire until after 
we have obtained new business. Our reputation and success are built on our high institutional 
standards of service, and we know that it can only diminish our reputation and success if we 
dilute our level of service by failing to expand staff in a manner propo1iionate with our business 
development plans. In keeping with this organizational approach, in the last six months we have 
hired 25 additional professional staff. 

Experience of Thacher Associates on Similar Contracts (Section 4.4.4.5) 

Our applicable expe1ience makes us well-qualified to unde1iake this engagement. Below, 
we list eleven major projects/engagements relevant to this proposal for which Thacher 
Associates served as the Integ1ity Monitor. In the table for each, we give the particulars sought in 
the RFP, following which we set f011h in nanative fonn the additional details. 

TABLE 1 
Project Title and Location City of New York "Rapid Repairs" Program 
P1imary Consultant Thacher Associates, LLC 
Project Manager Christopher Prather, Gerard Frech, Bany DeFoe, and Brad 

Breslin 
Date Started November 2012 
Completion Date 2013 
Total Construction Project $500 million 
Cost 
Client The City ofNew York 
Contact Name and Rose Gill-Heam 
Contact Infom1ation Commissioner, NYC Dept. oflnvestigation 

80 Maiden Lane, NY, NY10038 (212) 825-5913 

Michael Can-oil 
Assistant Commissioner, NYC Dept. of Investigation 
80 Maiden Lane, NY, NY10038 (212) 825-3338 
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The Rapid Repairs Program is a major disaster relief program put into place by the City 
of New York to provide aid to qualifying homeowners affected by Hurricane Sandy. It is a free 
program to help residential prope1iy owners affected by Hurricane Sandy make emergency 
repairs. These emergency repairs allO\v residents to stay in their homes so that they can complete 
more permanent repairs. Emergency repairs include permanent or temporary restoration of heat, 
power and hot water, and other limited repairs to protect a home from further significant damage. 
As one of several integrity monitors for the Department of Investigation ("DOl"), T A was 
assigned to three of the prime contractors working on the project, as well as put in charge of 
monitoring the Quality Assurance finn overseeing the entire program. This is by far the largest 
scope of work for any integrity monitor in the program. Due to the sudden nature of the project, 
TA had to immediately increase staffing levels to meet the client's needs; which we were 
successful in doing due to our "deep bench." 

T A's monitoring team consisting of auditors, engineers, and investigators have 
maintained a constant site presence, creating a coordinated, cross-disciplinary approach that has 
identified significant issues and generated massive potential savings for the City of New York. 
This was achieved by coordinating observations of work in the filed by TA engineers and 
investigators, with reviews of the related billings and records by TA auditors. 

TABLE 2 
Project Title Croton Water Treatment Plant 
Primary Consultant Thacher Associates, LLC 
Project Manager Donald Campolo 
Date Started March 2007 
Completion Date End of2013 (planned) 
Total Constmction Project Cost $3 Billion (planned) 
Client NYC Depmiment of Investigations 
Contact Name/ Contact Info Commissioner Rose Gill-Heam, NYC Dept of 

Investigations, 80 Maiden Lane, NY, NY10038; Tel# 
(212) 825-5900 

Melissa Ballard, NYC DOl, 80 Maiden Lane, NY, NY 
10038; Tel.# (1212) 825-5918 

The Croton Water Treatment Plant project is a major excavation and constmction project, 
siting an underground water treatment plant and boring three tunnels to tie the plant into the 
existing NYC water system. As integrity monitor, we maintain a daily site presence focusing on 
security, safety, prevailing wage and fiscal control issues. T A monitors requisitions, change 
orders, certified payrolls and other fiscal processes. We also work in conjunction with DOl to 
conduct background investigations of proposed subcontractors and selected vendors (including 
MBE/WBE finns). T A monitors perfom1ance of the Community Outreach Office, a DEP entity 
created to assure employment oppmiunities for local residents. We maintain a working 
relationship with DEP compliance persmmel, to whom prevailing wage issues are referred. Site 
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presence personnel maintain liaisons with local law enforcement and DEP Police in order to 
respond to security, enforcement and access issues. 

Problems encountered have resulted from the sheer size and complexity of the project, 
necessitating scrutiny of a large number of entities. Monitoring tasks need to be carefully 
prioritized. In addition, the project is not confined to one site - there is an integral tie-in at the 
Jerome Park Reservoir that needs to be monitored as well as a planned force main (to carry waste 
mate1ials) that will require extensive street excavation along its proposed path. In addition, there 
has been vocal community opposition to the siting of this project which must also be monitored 
to anticipate issues. These issues have been dealt with by coordinating with the client (DOl) to 
identify and focus on issues of immediate concern. Site personnel maintain direct 
communication with the client and coordinate activities as appropriate. In addition Thacher 
Associates has established an excellent rapp01i with NYC DEP personnel who are responsible 
for coordinating all construction in order to anticipate and respond to issues. As a result Thacher 
has been instrumental in facilitating resolution of site security and access issues. In addition, we 
have screened out a number of potential subcontractors by means of our vetting process. We also 
continue to spot check fiscal controls and monitor vulnerabilities such as soil disposal, change 
orders and MBE/WBE finns. We have remained within the monitoring budget. 

TABLE3 
Project Title Ground Zero Cleanup- 9/11 World Trade Center 
Primary Consultant Thacher Associates, LLC 
Project Manager William Rogers 
Date Stmied October 2001 
Completion Date June 2003 
Total Construction Project Cost $250 Million 
Client NYC Depmiment oflnvestigations 
Contact Name/ Contact Info Commissioner Rose Gill-Hearn, NYC Dept of 

Investigations, 80 Maiden Lane, NY, NY l 0038; Tel# 
(212) 825-5900 

Immediately following the 9/1 1 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, New York 
City unde1iook one of the most daunting search and rescue, recovery, and clean-up operations 
ever faced by a municipality. In order to move forward at emergency speed, with thousands of 
workers and hundreds of contractors and multiple government agencies all involved in a 
construction procurement and management program that was to spend hundreds of millions of 
dollars in a matter of months, the City turned toT A as one of its principal integrity monitors. 

TA's assignment was multi-faceted: to (i) evaluate internal controls for one of the largest 
time-and-material ("cost-plus") contracts in the history of construction; (ii) perfom1 background 
reviews of on-site personnel and vendors to detennine if there were any organized crime 
influences or other integJity issues; (iii) recommend additional internal controls; (iv) conduct 
system audits to monitor compliance by contractors and vendors with these intemal controls; (v) 
conduct financial audits of the hundreds of millions of dollars of requisitions; (vi) conduct 
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investigations of suspected fraud; and (vii) serve as liaison with relevant City agencies and 
prosecutors in the event that fraudulent conduct was discovered. TA's work resulted in the City 
of New York recovering or saving many millions of dollars. 

TABLE 4 
Project Title WTC Transportation Hub Project 
P1imary Consultant Thacher Associates, LLC 
Project Manager Martin C. Aronchick 
Date Started October 2006 
Completion Date October 2015 (planned) 
Total Construction Project Cost $2.5 billion (planned) 
Client Port Authority of NY & NJ 
Contact Name/ Contact Info Robe1i E. Van Etten, Inspector General, P ANYNJ 

5 Marine View Plaza, Suite 502, Hoboken, N.J. 07030 
Tel# 973-565-4330 

Steven A. Pasichow, PANYNJ-OIG, 5 Marine View 
Plaza, Hoboken, NJ 07030; tel. # (973) 565-4366 

On this project, which involves construction of a major mass transit hub and related 
infrastructure, our initial mission as integrity monitor was to design and implement a coiTUption 
prevention program. We reviewed and assessed the adequacy of corruption controls on all phases 
of the project to assure that all transactions are conducted and documented in such a way as to be 
both transparent and auditable. Based on our review, a conuption prevention program was 
designed to assure adequate oversight and monitoring of compliance with those controls. This 
engagement is ongoing, and we are continuing to conduct field audits of construction activities, 
desk audits of invoices, change orders and other project documents. We are also charged with 
undertaking inquiries as assigned and/or approved by the OIG. 

During the engagement, we have made numerous recommendations regarding 
improvements in the areas of purchasing practices, construction processes, project finances, 
environmental compliance, safety, physical site security, information security, prevailing wage 
compliance and MBE-WBE program compliance, many of which have been adopted by the Port 
Authmity. The specialized campus environment creates specialized integ1ity risks related to 
such issues as overlapping needs for use of common space, overlapping work rules (and resulting 
feather-bedding abuses), and allocation of liabilities for change orders. In conjunction with OIG, 
by using a team-building, cooperative approach with the operational personnel from the Port 
Authority and the general contractor, we have devised solutions to my1iad problems that 
rationalized the competing demands in this enviromnent in a manner that has protected the 
integrity of the project, created financial savings and a rational work process, and avoided delay. 

Thacher Associates was also tasked with the responsibility to monitor the integ~ity of all 
controlled concrete inspections perfom1ed on the project to ensure the accuracy of the 
information repOiied. We identified serious issues with one controlled inspection finn's reports 
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the appropriate law enforcement agency. 

Over the course of the nearly six years of this engagement, we have, through diligent 
management and a flexible, responsive approach to emerging client and project priOiities, 
perfom1ed our services well below budget. 

TABLE 5 
Project Title and Location South Ferry Subway Tenninal Station/Fulton Street Transit 

Center 
Primary Consultant Thacher Associates, LLC 
Project Manager William Rogers 
Date Started December 2005 
Completion Date July 2009 
Total Construction Project $1.1 Billion 
Cost 
Client MTA 
Contact Name and Lamond Kearse 
Contact Infom1ation Two Penn Plaza, 51

h Floor 
New York, NY 10121 
Tel# (646) 252-1330 

Cliff Brock 
Special Investigative Counsel 
Two Penn Plaza, 51

h Floor 
New York, NY 10121 
Tel # (212) 878-0099 

Thacher Associates was selected by the MTA to serve as the integrity monitor in 
connection with the construction ofthe MTA's $750 million Fulton Street Transit Center and the 
$400 million renovation of the South Feny subway tenninal in lower Manhattan. Thacher 
Associates provided a team of on-site and behind-the-scenes investigators, engineers, auditors, 
attorneys and analysts to screen contractors (using, among other tools and techniques, our 
proprietary database of inforn1ation regarding New York Metropolitan area contractors); ensure 
compliance by contractors with legal and contractual requirements (including the obligation to 
pay the prevailing rate of wages); and verify the bona fides of Disadvantaged Business 
Enterprises ("DBE"s) employed on the Projects and monitor that the DBE finns perfom1 the 
work with their own staffs, supervision, and finances. We also ensured that payments to 
subcontractors \:vere made on a timely basis and that there was compliance by contractors with 
federal regulations regarding the composition of the workforce on the projects. 

In addition to the construction projects described above, Thacher Associates was selected 
by the MT A to be the arbiter of "best practices" in evaluating the M/W /DBE compliance 
programs for two large contractors, Schiavone Construction Co, LLC ("Schiavone'') and 
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Skanska USA Civil Northeast Inc. ("Skanska"). Thacher Associates conducted a thorough 
review of Skanska and Schiavone's M/W/DBE policies, procedures and training programs. Our 
collaborative, team building approach resulted in both companies having a state-of-the-art 
M/W/DBE program in place. Equally as important, it provided the contractors with a greater 
understanding of how to develop quality compliance programs in the future. 

In addition, we also aided Schiavone in identifying DBEs that may not be bona fide by 
supplementing Schiavone's internal eff01is with our proprietary database and unique knowledge 
of the industry. Thacher Associates' investigators have also interviewed DBE principals and 
officers at the DBEs offices and pe1iodically visit project sites to verify that DBEs are 
perforn1ing a "commercially useful function." Document reviews conducted at Schiavone's 
headquarters by Thacher Associates' auditors assvre that all of Schiavone internal MWDBE 
compliance steps are documented in a way that can be audited. Recommendations concerning the 
organizational structure of the MWDBE compliance program, increased staffing levels, and 
revisions to various forn1s and checklists have been implemented. 

TABLE 6 
Project Title and Location Massachusetts Highway Department/Central A1iery Tunnel 

Project 
Primary Consultant Thacher Associates, LLC 
Project Manager Mmiin C. Aronchick 
Date Started 1998 
Completion Date 2004 
Total Construction Project Multi Billion Dollar Transp01iation Project 
Cost 
Client Massachusetts Highway Department 

Massachusetts Turnpike Auth01ity 
Contact Name and Kurt L. Dettman, Esq. 
Contact Infom1ation (Fom1er Chief Counsel, Massachusetts Highway Dept.) 

Constructive Dispute Resolutions 
5 Grist Mill Lane 
Hingham, MA 02043 
Office/Mobile: 781-985-2944 

Mr. John Gom1an, Esq. 
Counsel, Massachusetts Highway Depmiment 
One South Station 
Boston, MA 02111 
Office: 617-951-6458 

Thacher Associates was retained to provide anti fraud and integrity services with respect 
to the multi-billion dollar Central A1iery/Tunnel Project. Our services include an analysis of 
potential bid rigging costs, excess of charges stemming from bid rigging in connection with the 
cable-stayed b1idge over the Charles River erected as pmi of the Project. We made a detailed 
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analysis of the evidence of a bid-rigging conspiracy among bidders on the cable-stayed bridge 
project and the cost of the conspiracy to the Project. These findings were instrumental in the 
Project's recovery of costs arising from the conspiracy. 

TABLE 7 
Project Title WTC Memorial, Museum and Visitor Orientation and 

Education Center 
Primary Consultant Thacher Associates 
Project Manager Dyana Lee 
Date Started November 1, 2008 
Completion Date January 2014 (planned) 
Total Construction Project Cost $650 million (planned) 
Client P011 Authority ofNY & NJ 
Contact Name/ Contact Info Robert E. Van Etten and Steven A. Pasichow (see table 4) 

This Project is a major excavation and construction project involving multiple facilities 
and structures: the Memorial Plaza, with two massive pools, both .75 acre in size, each with the 
largest manmade waterfalls in the U.S.; a 188,300 square foot Museum which will be located 
below grade; an approximately 50,000 square foot Visitor Orientation and Education Center 
(VOEC), with various programmatic spaces, visitor services, central security screening, and the 
ventilation ductwork for the Path TranspOJiation HUB and Museum; and two facilities structures. 

Since TA's retention as integrity monitor in November 2008, the fim1 has conducted a 
review of the existing processes and procedures in place on the project for the purpose of 
analyzing possible integrity risks specifically in the areas of procurement, prevailing wage and 
fiscal control, and environmental and safety compliance. At the same time T A has maintained 
an almost daily presence on site, spot monitoring for compliance with appropriate prevailing 
wage, environmental and safety requirements, and intelligence gathering. T A has spot monitored 
requisitions, change orders, compliance with M/WBE requirements, and on-going procurements. 
T A has also analyzed engineering controls and reviewed various safety program elements. Pmi 
of our responsibility is to coordinate with other integ1ity monitors working on the WTC site, 
including the safety monitor assigned to the project's Construction Manager. Our preliminary 
findings and recommendations to date have resulted in improvements to project processes and 
integJity controls. 

Problems encountered have included our retention after the commencement and award of 
a substantial portion of the Project, the uniquely complicated site logistics posed by its location 
in a densely populated urban area with significant transportation infrastructure \Vhich must be 
maintained and protected dming construction, an aggressive construction schedule for a project 
\Vith multiple stakeholders, and the initial resistance and Jack of cooperation fl-om the 
Construction Manager. All of the foregoing increase the risk of fraudulent activity. Eff011s to 
address these problems have included close coordination with the client in identifying 1isks, 
effmis to establish lines of communication with va1ious representatives of the Construction 
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Manager and consultants representing the client to gain access to documents and information, 
and frequent attendance at various project and procurement related meetings, with regular and 
immediate reporting to the client of issues found. 

TABLE 8 
Project Title UN Headquarters Complex Renovation Project 
Primary Consultant Thacher Associates, LLC 
Project Manager William D. Rogers 
Date Started April 2009 
Completion Date 2014 (planned) 
Total Construction Project Cost $1.88 billion (planned) 
Client The United Nations 
Contact Name/ Contact Info Ms. Sevil Alirzayeva, Chief, Administration & 

Communications, 220 East 42nd Street Rm DN-2408 
New York, NY 10017; Tel.# (212) 963-1546 

Michael Adlerstein, Executive Director, United Nations 
Capital Master Plan; 220 East 42nd Street New York, NY 
10017; Tel# (212) 963-1889 

This project involves the demolition of the existing structure down to the steel shell, and 
then reconstructing a new headqumiers building. As project integ1ity monitor, Thacher 
Associates is working with the construction team to ensure that the Project has appropriate fraud 
and conuption controls in place and that those controls are being complied with. Its mission is, 
first and foremost, to prevent unethical, illegal or wasteful practices from occmTing and, 
secondly, if any such practices are detected, to make sure definitive and effective actions are 
taken. 

Thacher Associates work on this engagement has been in two phases: I) reviewing and 
assessing the adequacy of conuption controls on critical phases of the Project, and 2) monitoring 
the demolition and reconstruction of the UN Headquarters Complex. For the first phase, Thacher 
Associates focused on determining whether transactions were conducted and documented in such 
a way as to be both transparent and auditable. Based on that review, a Conuption Prevention 
Program was designed to assure adequate oversight and monitoring of compliance with those 
controls. Dming Phase 2 of the engagement, Thacher Associates has conducted field audits of 
construction activities, including site visits, and undertaken investigations as assigned and 
approved by the UN. 

While we are far from completing our services in connection with the engagement, our 
work to date has been perfom1ed \Vithin budget. Our success in that area is due to our use of a 
detailed monthly work plan (prepared and monitored by the team's project manager) that 
provides each member of the team infom1ation regarding the number of hours he/she has to 
accomplish that month's plmmed activities. 
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TABLE 9 
Yankee Stadium 
Thacher Associates, LLC 
Donald Campolo 
March 2007 
February 2009 (actual, as planned) 
$1.45 Billion (actual, as Qlanned) 
New York Yankees (Testwell investigation- PANYNJ 
OIG; MTA OIG; Manhattan District Attorney's Office) 
Randy Levine, NY Yankees, 161 Street, Bronx, NY 
10451; Tel.# (212) 872-1005 

B1ian Cashman, NY Yankees, 161 Street, Bronx, NY 
10451, Tel.# (718) 579-4502 

Testwell investigation- Steve Pasichow (see table 1) 

Diana Florence, New York County Distiict Attomey's 
Office, 80 Centre Street, New York, NY 10013, Tel.# 
(212) 335-4008 

This project was a major construction project, replacing the existing Yankee Stadium 
with a state of the mi facility. As project integrity monitor, we maintained a daily site presence 
focusing on security, safety and intelligence gathering. T A monitored requisitions, change 
orders, certified payrolls and other fiscal processes. We also conducted background 
investigations of proposed subcontractors, monitored structural testing processes, soil disposition 
and crane compliance. In addition, T A monitored the implementation of the Community Benefits 
Agreement (CBA), entered into by the Yankees to assure employment and career development 
for local residents and Bronx-based businesses. Site presence personnel maintained liaisons with 
local law enforcement and NY Yankee secmity to address safety, access and enforcement issues. 
T A also was called upon to review proposed GMP (Guaranteed Maximum Price) for base 
building and food and beverage to identify potential savings for the Yankees. We also conducted 
a preliminary review of the approp1iateness of bond proceed expenditures and provided 
recommendations to the Yankees regarding same. 

Problems encountered were caused by the fact that TAwas deployed to the project after 
commencement and award of significant subcontracts; resistance and lack of cooperation from 
Owner's Representative and Construction Manager; lack of "drill down" audit authority for 
subcontractors; aggressive schedule in conjunction with necessity to maintain existing operations 
at old Yankee Stadium. Problems were addressed by attempting to establish trust with Owners 
Representative in gaining access to infon11ation, maximizing on-site sources of infom1ation and 
maintaining close communications with the Owner (Yankees). The Stadium opened successfully 
and on time and T A is currently engaged in assisting the Yankees with the close out audit and 
final bond expense attiibution analysis. 
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One significant finding on this monitorship bears highlighting. The Testwell 
investigation grew out of an investigative lead developed during our monitoring activities at the 
Stadium. During site surveillance activities it was detennined that Testwell (a testing entity) had 
failed to perform certain concrete field tests and was submitting falsified field test data. This led 
to a more extensive, multi-agency investigation and the identification of other fraudulent activity 
by Testwell resulting in the indictment and conviction of Testwell and several individuals 
associated with the company. TA cooperated closely with the Manhattan DA's Office during this 
investigation. TA also shared pertinent data with the engineer of record for the Stadium in order 
to facilitate due diligence with respect to any falsified data. 

TABLEIO 
Project Title and Location Helmark Steel, Inc. 
P1imary Consultant Thacher Associates, LLC 
Project Manager William Rogers 
Date Started March 2007 
Completion Date March 2009 
Total Construction Project $110 Million 
Cost 
Client Helmark Steel, Inc 
Contact Name and Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, Office of the 
Contact Infonnation Inspector General 

Robert E. Van Etten and Steve Pasichow (see table 4 for 
contact infonnation) 

Helm ark Steel, Inc., a WBE, was convicted in the Southem Dishict of New York in 1999 
of Conspiracy to Commit Bribery. The underlying facts involved the solicitation of a b1ibe by a 
Port Auth01ity official, for which bribe said official would approve a joint venture which 
included Helmark, for the fabrication and erection of steel in the Newark Aill)Oli monorail 
project. The Helmark joint venture had already been selected for this work by the general 
contractor. Helmark's president paid the bribe. 

Thereafter, Helmark's vice-president was approached by the FBI. He cooperated fully 
with the FBI, and subsequently, Helm ark satisfacto1ily completed all of the tem1s and conditions 
included in the disposition of the charges filed against it. Furthermore, the company retained 
Thacher Associates to develop an Integrity Compliance Program. Under this program, Thacher 
reviewed Helmark's internal controls and recommended modifications to those controls which 
were fully implemented. Thacher also developed a company Code of Business Ethics for 
Helmark, and established a 24-hour ethics hotline. This work was continued under a monitoring 
agreement executed in January 2007 for the benefit of the Port Authority of New York and New 
Jersey in connection with contracts Helmark received from that Agency. 
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This engagement highlights Thacher Associates leading role m developing and 
implementing Integrity Compliance Programs. 

TABLE 11 
Project Title and Location The New Bridge: Tappan Zee Hudson River Crossing 

Project--procurement phase only 
Primary Consultant Thacher Associates, LLC 
Project Manager Ch1is Prather, Paul Ryan 
Date Started July 2012 
Completion Date January 2013 
Total Construction Project $3.5 Billion 
Cost 
Client New York State Thruway Authority 
Contact Name and William Ringwood 
Contact Information NYS Thruway Authority 

200 Southern Blvd. 
Albany, NY 12209 
Tel# (518) 471-4398 

Joseph Igoe, Esq. 
NYS Thruway Authority 
200 Southern Blvd. 
Albany, NY 12209 
Tel# (518) 436-2860 

Replacement of the Governor Malcolm Wilson Tappan Zee B1idge has been in the 
planning stages for more than 12 years. In a first for the Ne\v York State Thruway Authority, the 
project has been unde11aken as a Design-Build procurement. 

Because Design-Build procurements involve the evaluation of factors other than price, 
they have sometimes been criticized as being too subjective, and difficult to later review, 
evaluate and justify. These concems may be heightened and c1iticisms may be exacerbated by 
the need to keep so many parts of the evaluative process confidential, so as not to hamper the 
owner's ability to negotiate for the best product at the best p1ice. Still, the decisions and 
processes sunounding the expenditure of billions of dollars of public funds must be as 
transparent to the public, and to those vying for the contract, as possible. The tension between 
these competing interests led to, in pmi, the decision to retain Thacher Associates as an 
Independent Procurement Integrity Monitor for this procurement. 

In this capacity, Thacher Associates' contracted scope of work included: 

1. Process Evaluation: Ensure that procurement process incorporates best practices to 
achieve process transparency, auditability, integrity, confidentiality, competitiveness, 
faimess and security; 
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2. Process Enhancements: Make recommendations for enhancement to improve process 
as necessary; and 

3. Compliance Monitoring: Monitor implementation of process controls to ensure 
compliance therewith. 

To achieve the above objectives, Thacher engaged in the following activities: 

1. Obtained and reviewed selected documentation relating to integrity and security of 
the procurement process. 

2. Made recommendations for enl1ancements of the process to approp1iate personnel. 
3. Performed monitoring through: unannounced attendance at meetings selected on a 

random basis; review of documents produced by the procurement process; interviews 
with those involved in process; physical observation of compliance with all critical 
security/integrity-related controls (e.g., chain of custody, distribution of documents 
and infom1ation, document security, confidentiality, document 
duplication/destruction/retention); communication with appropriate personnel as to 
any issues found so as to facilitate immediate remediation. 

4. Prepared a final report to Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the Chairman of the 
Thruway Authority Board of Directors, Howard M. Milstein, and persons selected by 
such individuals to receive said report. 

This engagement is notewmihy in that it demonstrates Thacher Associates' recognized 
familiarity with large, complex procurements and the integ1ity 1isks associated with such 
procurements. Having been brought into the project literally hours before the proposals were 
due, Thacher was able to mobilize to oversee the receipt of said proposals, and then monitored 
each step in the required process for the technical and cost evaluation of the proposals, and 
documented compliance with, and depmiures from, the established process. 

Tlu·oughout this engagement, Thacher Associates' persmmel were called upon to assist in 
devising protocols to ensure the security of technical and p1icing documents and infom1ation, 
and to monitor the proposal-evaluators' compliance with those protocols. Where departures 
from established protocols occurred, Thacher's personnel documented those departures and 
investigated the reasons for said departures. In the end, our repmi went to the Govemor, to the 
Chaim1an of the Thruway Authority and to the State Controller's Office, and assisted in 
establishing that the procurement was conducted in confom1ance with best practices. 

Additional Experience of Thacher Associates (Section 4.4.4.6) 

Thacher has experience dealing with FEMA-funded disaster relief and recovery 
operations in the aftem1ath of major catastrophic events. As explained above, both theN ew 
York City Rapid Repair Program and the Ground Zero Cleanup were FEMA-funded operations. 
In both instances, the City of New York was or is planning to be reimbursed the cost of our 
services by the federal govemment, as well as the cost of the recovery operations. 
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Thacher also has significant experience interfacing with state and federal agencies in the 
administration of a monitoring or oversight program. As outlined above, many of our clients are 
public entities or governments. Major clients include the Port Authority of New York and New 
Jersey and the New York City Depmiment of Investigations. Both entities' projects often 
include federal funding, which requires interfacing with both the client and the relevant federal 
or state funding partner. 

Financial Capability of Thacher Associates (Section 4.4.4.7) 

Our reviewed financial statement and ce1iification are submitted in a separate sealed 
envelope marked "Confidential -Financial Information" in accordance with RFP section 4.4.4.7, 
page 27. Our bank reference is: 
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MARTIN CHARLES ARONCHICK 
330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 (212) 845-7538 Martin@ThacherAssociates.com 

Admitted: New York; New Jersey; U.S. District Courts, Southern and Eastern Districts of New York, District 
ofNew Jersey 

THACHER ASSOCJA TES, LLC, New York, NY 1999- Present 
Managing Director I Project Manager 

• Supervise integrity monitorship projects. 
• Design and implement integrity risk management programs. 
• Design strategies to provide intelligence and investigative support for client projects. 
• Direct research and investigative functions that provide analytical resources and information for 

business intelligence. 

• Oversee investigations of waste, fraud, and abuse. 

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, 

NEW YORK CITY SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION AUTHORJTY, Bronx, NY 1996- 1999 
Counsel for Forfeiture and Affirmative Litigation 

• Member of Executive Staff of Inspector General's Office. Jointly investigated criminal activity with 
federal and state prosecutors. 

• Supervise integrity monitorship projects. 
• Conducted complex administrative and civil litigation. Directed investigations of financial crimes. 
• Supervised investigative auditing firms monitoring integrity of SCA contractors. 
• Conduct training in forfeiture and other civil remedies. 

NEW YORK STATE ORGANIZED CRIME TASK FORCE, White Plains, NY 1987- 1996 
Attorney in Charge of Civil Enforcement and Remedies 

• Member of Executive Staff of Organized Crime Task Force. 
e Created and supervised civil enforcement unit. 
• Supervised integrity monitorship projects. 
e Conducted all phases of complex civil litigation. Directed investigations of financial crimes. 
• Created and taught New York civil forfeiture litigation training course. 

• Drafted post-judgment motions on issues including collateral estoppel, repugnant verdicts, 
ineffective assistance of counsel, and allegations of Brady violations. 

NEW YORK CITY LAW DEPARTMENT, New York, NY 1983- 1986 
Assistant Corporation Counsel, Affirmative Litigation Division 

• Assistant Division Chief, 1986. 
• Supervised affirmative litigation seeking recoveries on behalf of City of New York. 
• Prosecuted civil RJCO treble damages actions arising out of bribery, fraud and other crimes against 

City ofNew York. 

~Represented City ofNew York in legislative matters relating to reform of racketeering Jaws. 

WElL, GOTSHAL & MANGES, New York, NY 
Associate, General Litigation Department 

1978- 1983 

HONORABLE WORRALL F. MOUNTAIN, ASSOCIATE JtJSTJCE, SUPREME COURT OF NEW JERSEY 

Law Clerk, September, 1977 Term of Court 



EDlJCATJON 

Rutgers Law Schoo), Newark, NJ 
-.Rutgers Law Review 

• Notes and Comments Editor, Volume 30, 1976- 1977 

Rutgers CoJiege, New Brunswick, NJ 

• Academic Honors 
• Phi Beta Kappa, Highest Distinction in Political Science 

MONITORSHJP EXPERIENCE 

WTC Transportation Hub Integrity Monitoring Engagement 

J.D., June 1977 

B.A., Political Science, 1972 

I have been the Project Manager of the WTC Transportation Hub engagement from its inception in 
October 2006 to the present. The Hub project is a $2.5 Billion mass transit infrastructure project with an 
estimated completion date of October 2015. On this engagement, our mission is to monitor the integrity 
of the Project so as to prevent/ detect organized crime, labor racketeering, corruption, fraud, and failure 
to comply with regulatory and contractual requirements. We designed and implemented a project 
integrity compliance program. We examine the Project's construction and financial processes and 
perfom1 forensic analyses of a sample of transactions. We also monitor environmental and safety issues 
and examine samples of relevant transactions. We perform these functions with a multi-disciplinary 
team consisting of investigators, auditors, engineers, environmental and safety specialists, and other 
specialists as determined by the need of the engagement. The latter category has included tower crane 
specialists and document security specialists. During the engagement, we have made numerous findings 
and recommendations in all areas of service resulting in improvements to project processes and integrity 
controls, as well as cost savings and loss prevention. Our services are directed by the Port Authority 
Office oflnspector General. 

As the Project Manager, I am responsible for directing the activities of the Thacher integrity monitoring 
team so as to meet contractual requirements and client priorities in accordance with work plans and 
budgets that I prepare. I am responsible for consulting with the client so as to identify and from time to 
time modify the mission/ objectives of the engagements, for designing strategies for attaining those 
missions and objectives, and for implementing those strategies with the team's resources. On a day to 
day basis, I am responsible for coordinating the activities of our team to maximize team efficiency. 

(References: Robert E. Van Etten, Inspector General, PANYNJ, 5 Marine View Plaza, Suite 502, 
Hoboken, N.J. 07030, Tel# 973-565-4330; Steven A. Pasichow, Port Auth OIG, 5 Marine View Plaza, 
Hoboken, NJ 07030; tel.# (973) -565-4366) 

WTC Retail Project Integrity Monitoring Engagement 

1 have been the Project Manager of the WTC Retail Project engagement from its inception in October 
2011 to the present. The Retail Project is a $250 Million retail space core-and-shell construction project 
with an estimated completion date in 2015. On this engagement, our mission is to monitor the integrity 
of the Project so as to prevent/ detect organized crime, labor racketeering, corruption, fraud, and failure 
to comply with regulatory and contractual requirements. We designed and implemented a project 
integrity compliance program. We examine the Project's construction and financial processes and 
perform forensic analyses of a sample of transactions. We also monitor environmental and safety issues 
and examine samples of relevant transactions. We perform these functions with a multi-disciplinary 
team consisting of investigators, auditors, engineers, environmental and safety specialists, and other 
specialists as determined by the need of the engagement. The latter category has included tower crane 
specialists and document security specialists. During the engagement, we have made numerous findings 



and recommendations in all areas of service resulting in improvements to project processes and integrity 
controls, as well as cost savings and loss prevention. Our services are directed by the Port Authority 
Office of Inspector General. 

As the Project Manager, 1 am responsible for directing the activities of the Thacher integrity monitoring 
team so as to meet contractual requirements and client priorities in accordance with work plans and 
budgets that I prepare. I am responsible for consulting with the client so as to identify and from time to 
time modify the mission/ objectives of the engagements, for designing strategies for attaining those 
missions and objectives, and for implementing those strategies with the team's resources. On a day to 
day basis, I am responsible for coordinating the activities of our team to maximize team efficiency. 

(References: Robert E. Van Etten, Inspector General, PANYNJ, 5 Marine View Plaza, Suite 502. 
Hoboken, N.J. 07030, Tel # 973-565-4330; Steven A. Pasichow, Port Auth OIG, 5 Marine View Plaza, 
Hoboken, NJ 07030; tel. # (973) -565-4366) 

Scalamandre Construction Companies Integrity Monitoring Engagement 

I was the Project Manager of the Scalamandre Construction engagement from November 2001 -
November 2006. On this engagement, our mission was to monitor the integrity of the Companies' 
contracts (more than $100 Million of projects) so as to prevent/ detect organized crime, labor 
racketeering, corruption, fraud, and failure to comply with regulatory and contractual requirements. We 
were appointed by the United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York following the 
guilty pleas by the owners of the Companies to a course of action involving payoffs to the heads of the 
Lucchese Organized Crime Family to obtain relaxed enforcement of the Companies' collective 
bargaining agreements with trade unions. We designed and implemented a project integrity compliance 
program to address these problems and also M/W/DBE fraud. We examined the Companies' 
construction and financial processes and performed forensic analyses of a sample of transactions. We 
performed these functions with a multi-disciplinary team consisting of investigators, auditors, and 
engineers. During the engagement, we have made numerous findings and recommendations in all areas 
of service resulting in improvements to project processes and integrity controls, as well as cost savings 
and loss prevention. We reported our findings and took direction from the United States District Court 
for the Eastern District of New York and the United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of 
New York. 

As the Project Manager, I was responsible for directing the activities of the Thacher integrity monitoring 
team so as to meet contractual requirements and client priorities in accordance with work plans and 
budgets that I prepared. I was responsible for consulting with the client so as to identify and from time to 
time modify the mission/ objectives of the engagements, for designing strategies for attaining those 
missions and objectives, and for implementing those strategies with the team's resources. On a day to 
day basis, I was responsible for coordinating the activities of our team to maximize team efficiency. 

(References: Honorable Denis R. Hurley, Sr., United States District Court Judge, United States 
Courthouse, 100 Federal Plaza, Central Islip, NY 11722, Tel.# (631)-712-5650; AUSA Burton T. 
Ryan, United States Attorney's Office for the East em District of New York, 610 Federal Plaza, Room 
674, Central Islip, NY 11722, Tel.# (631)-715-7853) 



VIRGINIA BARONE 

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 

9/05-Present Thacher Associates LLC 

9/04-9/05 

Project Administrator/ Administrative Assistant 
-provide executive level support to the Chief Operating Officer 
- maintain calendar and schedule meetings 
- reconcile expenses 
-preparation of documents, correspondence, proposals and presentations 
- assist Finance Manager with payables and billing utilizing the 
Provantage system 
- prepare and update monthly spreadsheets to track sales, collections and 
budget 
- assist Project Managers with reports 
-Project Administrator for MTA, Freedom Tower and LMDC projects 
-assist Project Administrator for Port Authority 
-fingerprint new employees 
- assist IT tech with computer and software issues 

Delta Air Lines, Inc. 
Field Service Manager 
- manage work expectations and reliability for group of 85 flight 
attendants 
- administer corrective action when expectations fall below company 
standard 
- fly several times a month for perfom1ance observations, coaching, and 
counseling 
- assist flight attendants with any questions or concerns 
-ensure flights have all supplies needed for on-time departures 
-facilities Team Leader- maintain the upkeep of the JFK In-Flight office 
- training of flight attendants in new computer software 
- fingerprint and process background check for flight attendants returning 
from leave 

6/00- 9/04 Delta Air Lines, Inc. 
Administrative Assistant III 

- provide senior level support to the Director ofln-Flight Services 
- maintain calendar, schedule and organize meetings 
- organize office and maintain supplies 
-ensure proper utilization of departmental budget and track expenditures 
- coordinate travel plans 
- track and process department invoices 



- accurately reconcile T &E 
- manage attendance and track vacation and holiday usage for staff of 40 
people 
- screen callers; assist with their questions or problems, getting 
clarification and making proper referrals 

- gather data and compile reports to track departmental goals 
- preparation of documents, correspondence and presentations 
- assist with special projects as needed 

10/97 - 6/00 Delta Air Lines, Inc. 
Administrative Support Representative 

- administrative support representative for LGA In-Flight Office assisting 
five supervisors and one general manager 
- assist New Hire Team with appointments and maintain accurate work 
records 
- assisted supervisors with evaluations, alerts, file audits, and transfers 
- processed new hires to base and assisted with orientations and modules 
- customer service and management of all telephone inquiries 

11/96 - 10/97 Delta Air Lines, Inc. 
Customer Service Representative 
- assisted passengers with their travel needs including rebooking, check-in, 
re-issued tickets, future travel reservations, and frequent flyer needs 
- facilitate boarding process to insure on-time departure necessary 

PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS: 

Licensed Notary Public -NY State- 2004 - Present 

EDUCATION: 

9/03 - 4/05 University of Phoenix 

TRAINING: 

AREAS OF EXPERTISE: 

Major: Information Technology 
GPA: 3.66 
Completed 6/65 Franklin K Lane High School 
Major: Bookkeeping I Secretarial 
GPA: 3.5 Degree: H.S. Diploma 

Performance Management - 2005 
Flight Attendant Initial Training- 2004 
Fingerprint Identification - 2004 
Target Selection Interview Training- 2004 
Project Management - 1999 
Time Management - 1997 

- Proficient in MS Word, PowerPoint, and Excel 



BRADLEY J, BRESliN 
330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 -

THACHER ASSOCIATES,LLC, New York, NY 
Managing Director 

Bbreslin@ThacherAssociates.com 

2012 - Present 

• Responsible for the overall direction, coordination, implementation, execution, control and 
completion of integrity monitoring projects. 

• Manage integrity monitoring team consisting of investigators, forensic auditors and engineers. 
• Design and implement strategies and programs to protect client projects from waste, fraud and 

abuse. 

• Matters include: 
o Managing integrity monitoring project for New York City Rapid Repairs Program 

by designing and implementing strategies to monitor all aspects of contractor 
operations involved in performing emergency repairs to residential properties 
affected by Hurricane Sandy. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, Washington D.C. 2007- 2012 
Attorney- Advisor 

• Litigate contract appeals before the Civilian Board of Contract Appeals and bid protests before 
the Government Accountability Office. 

• Provide litigation support to United States Attorneys' offices and DOJ Civil Division 
components encompassing all phases of federal court practice from initial pleadings to post-trial 
appeals . 

., Provide legal guidance and review for federal procurements, legal assistance to contracting staff 
and provide legal advice to management officials on employment and labor related matters 

• Draft and review inter-agency agreements and memoranda of understanding between DOJ and 
other federal agencies 

ADMISSIONS 

United States Supreme Court; Commonwealth of Pennsylvania; State ofNew Jersey 

EDUCATION 

Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA Juris Doctor 2007 

University of Scranton, Scranton, PA B.S., Criminal Justice and Political Science 2002 

MONJTORSHJP EXPERIENCE 

NYC Rapid Repair Program (12/2012-Present) 

As the Project Manager, I direct a team of engineers, investigators, and forensic auditors, consistent with the 
designed work plans and budget, to provide monitoring of a contractor assigned to repair approximately 600 
residential properties affected by Hurricane Sandy. The scope of the monitorship included the deterrence and 
detection of fraud, waste and abuse, as well as, prevailing wage reviews. While this monitorship is still 
ongoing, to date, Thacher Associates has uncovered several systemic deficiencies and overcharges, the 
discovery ofwhich will result in millions of dollars ofpotential savings to the City ofNew York. 



(Reference: Marjorie Landa, General CounseL Department of Investigations, City of New York, 80 Maiden 
Lane, 17'h Floor, New York, N.Y. 1003 8, Tel. # 212-825-2403) 



JAMES A. BUSH 
330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 
Investigator 

Jbush@ThacherAssociates.com 

2012- Present 

• New York City Rapid Repair Program, Integrity Monitor- Investigator. 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA TJON, New York, NY 
Private Service Contract 

• Monitor/Electronic Surveillance. 

2009 

PASSAIC COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, New Jersey 1981-2008 
Captain of Detectives (2006-2008) 

• Captain of Detectives assigned to the FBI, Garret Mountain Resident Agency, as a Task Force 
Officer within the Criminal Enterprise/Violent Crimes Unit. 

Deputy Chief of County Detectives (2003-2006) 
• In charge of the Passaic County Joint Narcotics Task Force, Gang Suppression Unit and the 

Intelligence Unit. 

Captain of County Detectives (2003) 
• Commander of the Passaic County Joint Narcotics Task Force. 

Captain of County Detectives (2000-2003) 
• Promoted to Captain of County Detectives while assigned to the FBL Garret Mountain Resident 

Agency, as a Task Force Officer within the Criminal Enterprise/Violent Crimes Unit; also 
assigned to conduct interviews, interrogations and investigations relating to tenorism post 9/11. 

Lieutenant of County Detectives (1999-2000) 
• Assigned as a Task Force Office with the FBJ, Garret Mountain Resident Agency, as a Task 

Force Officer within the Criminal Enterprise/Violent Crimes Unit. 

Lieutenant of County Detectives (1998-1999) 
• Assigned to the United States Customs Service, Newark, NJ, as a Cross Designated Task Force 

Officer within a Criminal Enterprise Investigative/Narcotics Unit. 

Lieutenant of County Detectives (1992-1995) 
• Assigned as a supervisor of the Narcotics/Organized Crime Unit. 

Investigator 
• Assigned to the Narcotics/Organized Crime Unit. 

BOROUGH OF TOTOWA POLICE DEPARTMENT, New York, NY 1979 -1981 

• Uniformed Patrol Officer. 



EDUCATION 

Trenton State College, Ewing, NJ B.S., Criminal Justice, 1979 

New Jersey Police Training Commission Certified Police Instructor, 1990 

New Jersey State Police Police Supervision, 1988 

MONJTORSHIP EXPERIENCE 

New York City Rapid Repair Program- Staten Island, N.Y.- Integrity Monitor (2012- present) 

Integrity monitor overseeing contractors, subcontractors and construction workers involved in the NYCRRP 
which consisted in the repairs of homes damaged from Hmricane Sandy. 

Daily monitoring consisted of investigating active worksites for proper work orders, sign-in sheets, building 
materials, etc., and ascertaining the prevailing wages of workers on site. Further monitoring consisted of 
assessments of homes to be repaired and close-outs of homes in which repairs were completed. 

Investigations were performed at times by analyzing invoices that were submitted by the contractor indicating 
work performed and material that was installed during the repairs against actual work performed and material 
installed during the repair. A significant amount of these investigations resulted in the detection of improper 
billing of work performed and material installed. These findings resulted in hundreds of thousands of dollars of 
improper billing being credited to the city of New York. Some of these pending investigations may lead to 
future criminal prosecutions. 

(Reference: Marjorie Landa, General Counsel, Department of Investigations, City of New York, 80 Maiden 
Lane, l71

h Floor, New York, N.Y. l 0038, Tel.# 212-825-2403) 



DONALD C. CAMPOLO 
330 West42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 
Project Manager 

2007 -Present 

* Integrity Monitor for major construction projects, including Yankee Stadium and Croton Water 
Filtration Plant 

WJLLJAM PATERSON UNIVERSITY, Wayne, NJ 
Adjunct Faculty, Department of Political Science 

STJER ANDERSON AND MALONE, LLC, Skillman, NJ 
Consultant 

• Conducted internal corporate investigations 

2005-2006 

2003- 2007 

o Conducted witness interviews; document analysis and consultation with industry 
experts; personnel investigation; Title IX compliance investigation 

• Integrity Monitoring for major construction projects 

ESSEX COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, Newark, NJ 
Acting Essex County Prosecutor 

1999-2003 

• Supervise largest Prosecutor's Office in State of New Jersey, consisting of over 400 staff, with a 
budget in excess of $26million. 

Nnv JERSEY DIVISION OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE, Trenton, NJ 1987-2003 
Bureau Chief, Organized Crime & Racketeering Bureau(1994-1999) 

• Statewide responsibility for supervision and administration of investigative bureau assigned to 
investigate and prosecute major organized crime cases, including RICO prosecutions. Interim 
term as Acting Essex County Prosecutor. 

Bureau Chief, Statewide Narcotics Task Force (1993-1994) 
• Administered state program for drug enforcement including grants, budget and training. 

Supervised complex narcotics investigations. 

Supervising Deputy Attorney General, Organized Crime & Racketeering Bureau (1987-1993) 
• Supervised staff of attorneys and investigators engaged in investigation and prosecution of 

major organized crime cases. 

e Participated in all phases of investigations including witness interviews, evidence analysis, 
preparation of wiretap and search warrants affidavits, grand jury presentation, preparation of 
indictments, motions and trials. 

PASSAIC COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, Paterson, NJ 1979-1987 
Chief Assistant Prosecutor Narcotics/Organized Crime Unit (1984-1987) 

a Headed investigative unit which prosecuted narcotics and organized crime cases. 

Assistant Prosecutor Narcotics/Organized Crime Unit (1981-1984) 
e Assisted in running investigative unit. 
e Solre responsibility for a variety of criminal investigations through grand jury and trial. 



• Acquired expertise in drug diversion and gambling cases. 
• Developed asset forfeiture procedures for Prosecutor's Office. 

Assistant Prosecutor, Career Criminal Unit (1980-1981) 
• Investigated, indicted and tried criminal cases involving repeat offenders charged with major 

cnmes. 

Assistant Prosecutor, Trial Section (19 79-1980) 
• Prosecuted jury trails of adult offenders in Superior Court. 

EDUCATION 

Boston College Law School, New Centre, MA Juris Doctor, 1978 

Seton Hall University, South Orange, NJ B.A., Government, 2000 

MONJTORSHIP EXPERJENCE 

Yankee Stadium -This project commenced in March of 2007 and ran through 2012. Our activities included a 
daily site presence, vetting of proposed subcontractors, monitoring a Community Benefits agreement, review of 
payment process, review of change orders project schedule, requisitions and general conditions. In addition we 
kept tabs on the activities of labor coalitions to prevent disruption at the jobsite, monitored the disposal of 
contaminated soil and assisted the Yankees in negotiating Initial and Final Guaranteed Maximum Prices on its 
contract with Turner Construction. Among our most significant activities was the monitoring of testing 
activities which Jed to the indictment and conviction of a major testing firm for fabricating test results. This led 
to important changes in City-wide practices for testing firms. In addition we conducted an in-depth review of 
allocation of project expenses between private and public (bonded) funding sources and made extensive 
recommendations to the Yankees in this regard. We also assisted the Yankees with their close-out audit and 
conducted a separate review of the Community Benefits Fund. 

(Reference: Randy Levine, President, Yankees, 161 51 Street and River Avenue, BroJLx, N.Y. 10451, Tel.# 212-
872-1005) 

Croton Water Filtration Plant- This project commenced in March of2007 through the present. Our activities 
have included daily site presence, attendance at project management and progress meetings, vetting of 
subcontractors and monitoring compliance with MBE/WBE/DBE program requirements. We have scrutinized 
the payment process and change order process and have monitored the disposal of contaminated and hazardous 
waste- documenting same "from cradle to grave". We have detected and deterred drug use and alcohol use at 
the project by sharing lead information with the appropriate Jaw enforcement agencies. We have referred a 
potential MBE fraud to the Bronx District Attorney's office, where it is pending review and have also 
uncovered sales of fraudulent safety credentials, leading to numerous arrests and prosecutions. In addition we 
have investigated thefts of materials from the site, developing infom1ation that Jed to successful arrests and 
prosecutions. Our client, the Department of Investigation has also tasked us with investigating anonymous 
allegations involving one of the prime contractors on the project and relied upon our reports in order to take 
further investigative steps. We have also identified substandard materials at the site which were removed as a 
result of our efforts. 

(Reference: Melissa Ballard, Department of Investigations, City of New York, 80 Maiden Lane, 17111 

Floor, New York, N.Y. 10038, Tel.# D 



JOSEPH A$ CANNATELLA 

OBJECTIVE 

To Use My Attributes skills and experience in a Challenging Career in the 
Investigations or Security Fields and Enhance the Goals of a Dynamic Agency or 
Organization 

BACKGROUND SUMMARY 

Thirty-five years experience as a Law Enforcement Officer' Seasoned Executive 
level planner possessing a strong background in all facets of police administration 
and operations! Excel in highly competitive environments where leadership, 
management, investigations, and integrity are the keys to success! Excellent 
interpersonal, leadership and organization skills. 

EXPERJENCE 

CURRENTLY 

HOMELAND SECURITY CONSULTANT - CHECK-M-OUT SECURITY SERVICES AND 

INVESTIGATIONS- FOR THE NEWARK WATERSHED CONSERVATION & DEVELOPMENT 

CORPORATION, EAST ORANGE WATER COMMISSION AND JERSEY CITY MUNICIPAL 

UTILITIES AUTHORITY. ALSO CONDUCT PRIVATE INVESTIGATIONS FOR ATTORNEY 

CLIENTS AND WORK PART TIME AS A SECURITY SUPERVISOR FOR TRIANGLE V 

ENTERPRISES AT EAST COAST WAREHOUSE IN PORT ELIZABETH, NJ SUPERVISING 

PRIVATE SECURITY PERSONNEL, CONDUCTING INVESTIGATIONS AND LOSS PREVENTION 

AUDITS. 

JoB TITLE ·-···--~ --------~~~pJ{~~)\'1PLOY~j) (2_9_24- 2008) 
Captain (Acting Chief} 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

Morris County Prosecutor's Office 
Morristown, NJ 07963-0900 

e Appointed as Morris County Counter Terrorism Coordinator and placed 
in command of the Homeland Security Division. Coordinated counter 
terrorism activities of Morris County Lm11 Enforcement Agencies. 
Received FBI Secret Clearance. 

'" Coordinated Homeland Security programs with State of N.J. Office of 
Homeland Security and Preparedness and six other counties as part of the 
Urban Area Security Initiative (UA.S.I.). 

'" Functioned as the Acting Chief of Investigations for sixteen months during 
the transition of prosecutor administrations. 

o Coordinated and instructed at School Safety and Security Program 
addressing catastrophic events for Educators and Lm11 Enforcement. 

JOB TITLE YEARS EMPLOYED (1973- 2004) 

Major New Jersey State Police 
West Trenton, NJ 08628-0068 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

e As Troop Commander managed the operations and administration of 8 
patrol stations and several Headquarters Units in northern New Jersey, 



comprising 400 Troopers patrolling interstate roadways with primary 
police responsibility for 27 municipalities. 

• Developed, implemented and managed major security operations for 
several high profile events including World Cup I994, Opsail/INR 2000, 
RNC 2000, post 9/JlCeremonies and security augmentation at critical 
infrastructure sites. 

• President of State Troopers Superior Officers Association 1999-200 I. 

• Chairman ofthe Weapons & Tactics Committee from 2001 ~2003. 

• Participant in two week exchange and training mission to Israel with the 
Israeli Counter Terrorism/Hostage Rescue Unit (YAMAM). 

• Participant in two week training program conducted by Spanish National 
Police, Avila, Spain on Violence in Large Scale Sporting Events. 

• Academy Instructor seven years. Assisted developing the BFOQ or In
Service Fitness Program for the New Jersey State Police. 

EDUCATJON 

DEGREE EARNED AND MAJOR 

B.S. Secondary Education 

CERTIFICATIONS 

Certified Public Manager Levels 1 through VI 
Leadership & Strategic Planning Course 
Certified S.O.R.A. instructor 
P. T C. ~Investigator 

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 

West Point Command and Leadership Program 
Managing Civil Actions in Threat Incidents 
Enhanced Incident Management/Unified Command 
WMD Awareness for Law Enforcement Executive 
Law Enforcement Intelligence "Toolbox" 
Criminal Intelligence Systems Operating Policies 
Prevention & Response to Suicide Bombing 
Trucks and Terrorism 
Protection Detail Training 

INSTITUTION 

Seton Hall University 

Rutgers University 
Rutgers University 

State of New Jersey, N.J.S.P. 
N.J. Police Training Commission 

N.J. Association of Chiefs of Police 
US. Department of Homeland Security 
US. Department of Homeland Security 
US. Department of Homeland Security 
US. Department of Homeland Security 

U S. Bureau of Justice Assistance 
New Mexico Technical institute 

US. Department of Transportation 
U S. Secret Service 

Violence in Large Scale Sporting Events 
Incident Command Training 

Spanish National Police Academy, Avila, Spain 
National & Instructor Levels 

Less Lethal Weapons Instructor 
State wide Intelligence Management System 
Domestic Preparedness Seminar 
Multiple Terrorist Doctrine Seminar 
Levell and lJ Adv. Counter Terrorism 
Emergency Management Basic Workshop 
Exercise Design Course 

International Association of Chiefs of Police 
New Jersey State Police 

Rutgers University Police Institute 
Bergen County Police Academy 

NJ Office of Homeland Security & Preparedness 
NJSPOEM, Rutgers 
NJSPOEM, Rutgers 



MONITORSHIP EXPERIENCE 

In 1992 I became a Station Commander and was regularly assigned to conduct internal 
investigations and conducted station/personnel inspections. I also evaluated complaints that came 
in and made decisions whether they met the criteria for instituting an internal investigation. As a 
Troop Commander (2002 & 2003) I also reviewed internals, conducted hearings on disciplinary 
grievances and rendered decisions/recommendations to the Superintendent. 

During my tenor as a Station Commander, Division Operation Officer and Troop Commander I 
responded to and directed operations at more eight police involved shooting incidents ensuring 
the integrity and cooperation of the multi agency investigation as well as the welfare of the 
police officers involved. 

During my employment with the Morris County Prosecutor's Office I was responsible for 
ensuring that hundreds of thousands of dollars in Federal Department of Homeland Security 
funds that passed through the State Office of Homeland Security and Preparedness to Morris 
County Law Enforcement agencies was properly applied to the project/grants they were intended 
for. As the County Counter Terrorism coordinator I was entrusted with FBI Secret Level 
clearance and participated in classified meetings and investigative briefings specifically geared 
toward counter terrorism efforts of foreign and domestic terrorist groups. 
While at the Morris County Prosecutor's Office I was assigned as Acting Chief of Investigations 
for approximately 1 1/2 years. I reviewed the cases and made recommendations for additional 
investigative work and when investigations were completed I made recommendations to the 
Prosecutor regarding discipline if the charges were substantiated. During the course of my tenure 
there I also participated and led investigations involving police corruption, i.e. an Illegal 
Gambling Casino Enterprise run by Police Officers and an illegal Prostitution ring operated by a 
former Morris County Police Chief. 

Cunently I work part time as a Security Consultant and have worked with Newark Watershed 
Conservation and Development Corporation, East Orange Water Commission and Jersey City 
Water Commission developing plans and securing grants to protect these critical infrastructure 
entities. I am also working part time as a Security Supervisor at East Coast Warehouse in Port 
Elizabeth and conduct in house investigations, loss prevention audits and liaison with local and 
Port Authority Police agencies. I also do Private Investigations for several attorneys. These 
investigations have included sensitive EEO complaints, motor vehicle accidents, criminal 
activity and official misconduct as well as personal injury claims. 

My work in the NJSP, Monis County Prosecutor's Office and now in private practice have 
enabled me to build a vast network of law enforcement contacts at the Federal. State and Local 
levels facilitating the information sharing needs that successful multi level investigations depend 
upon. 



Michael V. Carrano 

Project Manager/Business Analyst 

• Project Plan • Managing • Planned versus • Budgeting Analysis 
Execution Consulting Support Actual Variance 

• Scope Change • Value and Risk 0 Strategic Business • Project Plan 
Management Analysis Planning Development 

• Cost/Benefit • Contract • Client Relationship • Task Planning and 
Analysis Negotiations/Writing Management Scheduling 

• Risk Identification .. Supply Chain • Strategic Initiatives • Resource Allocation 
and Mitigation Management Implementation Management 

COMPUTER PROFICIENCY/ADDITIONAL LICENSES: 
Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access, Outlook, HTML, Mathmatica, C++, Timberline, Microsoft Project, Primavera 
Series 7 License (expired 20111), OSHA40 HR HAZWHOPPER (expired 2010), OSHA 10 Hour Construction Safety and Health, 
NYC DOB 4-HR Supported Scaffold Training 

EXPERIENCE: 
Thacher Associates Manhattan, NY 

Forensic Engineer December 2012- Present 
• Lead Assessment Teams and Forensic Engineering inspections of commercial and residential properties in the New 

York City Rapid Repairs Program 
• Audited materials, work, and labor in place in affected fiood zones as a subcontractor for New York City Department of 

Investigations (DOl) 
., Inspected and prepared forensic reports for damages to over 100 different residential and commercial buildings. 

Reports often included recommendations for repair 
"' Implemented regulatory compliance programs and fraud risk assessment, detection, and prevention for protection 

against the NYC Rapid Repairs/FEMA Fund 
., Detected, Examined, and Investigated Change Order Fraud, lnfiated I Subcontractor invoicing, and performed spot

audits to detect fraudulent/unethical behavior 
Schimenti Management Company Ridgefield, CT 

Project Manager February 2012- December 2012 (RFL - Laid Off/Lack of Work) 
• Managed job costs by evaluating and accessing weekly progress, planned versus actual variance, site execution and 

reviewing project costs versus budget on a weekly basis. 
" Conducted overall project financial forecasts: monthly or as requested 
• Wrote and created contracts, commitments, and scopes of work prior to execution of all contracts. 
• Managed the change order process by generating and converting requests into executed change orders. Controlled 

and tracked change orders through existing systems 
'" Built quality master schedules, updated schedules as needed in accordance with look ahead schedules, and 

communicated updated schedules with clients on a regular basis 
• Maintained outstanding client relationships, resolved problems, disputes, and open issues on a timely basis with retail 

companies such as: Target, Kohl's, and Zara. 
Sherwood Design Engineers Manhattan, NY 

Business Development Coordinator June 2011 - November 2011 (RFL- Contract Expired) 
" Developed proposals and persuasive endorsement for promising new business development opportunities in the 

sectors of sustainability, green infrastructure, and renewable energy technology 
• Developed relationships with New York City Real Estate Firms to formalize partnership opportunities for sustainable 

infrastructure strategic consultancy and design work 
• Determined opportunities firm should consider based upon strategic growth, profitability, alignment, and streamlined 

values 
• Engaged in activities focusing on generating client awareness of the firm and its services and mitiated and maintained 

h1gh-level relationships with New York City Municipal Agencies, Public Institutions, Private companies, and Research 
foundations 

J lapaluccio Inc. Brookfield, CT 



Project Manager March 2010- Jan. 2011 (RFL- Contract Expired) 
• Responsible for client customer service on mandated projects, including cost and operational performance metric 

achievement, timing and phasing of construction in-progress and required regulatory approvals 
Coordinated and supervised over 30 unionized employees in addition to managing work assignment allocations, job 
performance metrics and assigning phase codes to all projects 

AMR Capital Trading Manhattan, NY 
Junior Equity Trader February 2008- February 2010 (RFL- Financial Downturn) 

• Proprietary trader responsible for buying and selling of securities using short term proprietary automated trading 
models 

• Responsible for research generation, including historical price and volume analysis, comparables analysis, DCF and 
proprietary relative value and peer group valuations 

• Responsible for broker relationships and assisted Chief Financial Officer and Compliance department with internal 
reporting and regulatory filings and approvals 

Bovis Lend Lease Manhattan, NY 
Assistant Project Manager/Project Engineer- March 2006- February 2008 (RFL- Career Change) 

Monitored field work to ensure that all measures, plans and processes are being followed on site and are in 
accordance with the requirements of the LEED rating system 

MILITARY EXPERIENCE: 
.. Cadet 4th Class United States Air Force Academy June 2001 - March2002 
o Cadet 3rd Class United States Air Force Academy March 2002- July 2003 
o Completed Basic Training, Combat Survival Training, Survival Evasion Resistance and Escape Training, 

Parachute/Jump School 

EDUCATION: 
2006 

2003 

The Pennsylvania State University 
B.S. Environmental Systems Engineering 
The United States Air Force Academy 
Environmental/Civil Engineering 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION: 
2005 

2012 

Reading Royals 
Professional Hockey Player (NHL affiliate to Los Angeles Kings) 
USA Ice Hockey Certified Coach Level 2 
Darien Youth Hockey Association Bantam Travel Coach 

University Park, PA 

Colorado Springs, CO 

Reading, PA 

Darien, CT 



KENNETH J. CASADO 
330 West 42nd Srreet, New York, New York 10036 Kenneth@ThacherAssociates.com 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 2006 - Present 
Senior Forensic Engineer 

a Monitor construction projects to detail evidence of fraud, corruption, defective pricing of waste m 
design, execution or management. 

o Construction projects worked on include: WTC Transportation HUB and Memorial, Y ank:ees Stadium, 
Fulton Street, Dey Street and South Ferry MT A projects 

• Perform detailed schedule and budget analysis. 

STV INCORPORATED, New York, NY 2002-2006 
Civil Engineer 

• Performed civil engineering tasks under the supervision of senior engineers 

• Worked on engineering projects ranging from roadway reconstruction to utility site work. 

• Used advanced civil engineering programs such as AutoTurn, Land Development, and Storn1 CAD 
along with Auto CAD to complete specific duties 

STV IN CORPORA TED, Douglassville, PA 2001 
Engineering Intern 

• Interned in the highway and bridge divisions of the corporate office. 
• Inspected bridges throughout eastern Pennsylvania, compiled bridge reports, calculated steel quantities, 

worked with COGO programming and modeling, gained experience using Microstation and Auto CAD. 

PENNSYLVANIA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATJON, Harrisburg, PA 2000 
Scientific, Technical, and Engineering Intern 

• Inspected roadway project on State Route 30 in Lancaster County. 
• Inspected bridge work, roadway work, excavation, and drainage systems. 
• Wrote fonnal reports on the day-to-day activities of the construction crews. 

EDllCATJON 

The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, P A B.S., Civil Engineering, 2002 

PROFESSJONAL MEMBERSHJPS/CERTJFICATJONS 

Engineer in Training Certification, I 0-Hour OSHA, Primavera P3 and P6 trained, Association for Certified 
Fraud Examiners Associate Member 

MONJTORSHJP EXPERIENCE 

The WTC Transportation Hub Project (November 2006 to Present) 
The National September 11th Memorial and Museum (August 2008 to Present) 
WTC Retail Project (October 2011 to Present) 
Moynihan Station (August 2012 to Present) 
WTC Central ChiJier Plant (August 2008 to March 2012) 
WTC 1 (Freedom Tower) (November 2006 to August 2008) 
- As senior forensic engineer, responsible for monitoring the construction multibillion dollar projects for the 
Port Authority Office of the Inspector General 



- Detailed evidence of fraud, corruption, defective pricing or waste in design, execution or management through 
detailed review of procurements, ~schedule, budget, invoicing, change orders and other related project 
infortiiation 

(References: (All WTC and NS 11 MM Projects) Robert E. Van Etten, Inspector General, PANYNJ, 5 Marine 
View Plaza, Suite 502, Hoboken, N.J. 07030, Tel # 973-565-4330; Steven A. Pasichow, Port Auth OIG, 5 
Marine View Plaza, Hoboken, NJ 07030; tel. # (973) -565-4366; (Moynihan Station) Mehul J. Patel, Vice 
President, Development, Moynihan Station Development Corporation, 633 Third Avenue, 36th Floor, New 
York, N.Y. 10017, Tel.# 917-584-2913) 

New York City Rapid Repair Program (November 2012 to Present) 
- As senior forensic engineer, monitored the emergency response by NYC to restore heat, power and hot water 
to areas affected by Hurricane Sandy 
- Monitored the work of 3 general contractors and the construction manager assigned to provide services 
- Performed field inspections of home assessments, active work sites and home close outs; evaluating 
compliance with program procedures, documenting work of assessment/close out teams and work crews and 
performing prevailing wage interviews 

(Reference: Marjorie Landa, General Counsel, Department of Investigations, City of New York, 80 Maiden 
Lane, 17th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10038, Tel.# 212-825-2403) 

Yankees Stadium (October 2008 to April2010) 
- As senior forensic engineer, responsible for monitoring the construction of the $1.5 billion stadium for the 
Yankees 
- Investigated the testing firm responsible for controlled inspections 
-Reviewed and analyzed the project schedule and the GMP 

(Reference: Randy Levine, President, Yankees, 161st Street and River Avenue, Bronx, N.Y. 10451, Tel.# 212-
872-1 005) 

MT A Transit Projects (November 2006 to February 2013) 
-As senior forensic engineer on the Fulton St., Dey St., South Ferry, 2nd Ave Subway and 7 Line Extension 
projects, responsible for performing prevailing wage interviews on site and reviewing M/W /DBE contractors 
working for the various general contractors 

(Reference: Lamond Kearse, Office of Inspector General, Metropolitan Transportation Authority, 2 Broadway, 
16th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10004, Tel.# 646-252-1330) 

Tappan Zee Bridge (July 2012 to August 2012) 
- As senior forensic engineer, monitored the procurement of contract for the construction of the $3.5 billion 
bridge project 

(Reference: Glenn B. Kartalis, Senior Vice President, AECOM, 100 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 
10017, Tel.# 212-973-2999) 



ROBERT(BOB)CECEREJR CCA,CFE 

cecerer@thacherassociates.com 

SUMMARY 

Experienced large capital construction project Construction Forensic Accountant/Auditor. 
• Understands financial risks and exposures of large capital construction projects. 
• Skilled at addressing those risks with targeted Audit plan 
~ Ability to professionally interact with all parties of the construction project. 
• Experienced in managing high-profile construction audits & supervising audit staff 
• Specific focus on cheating schemes related to project security, community benefits 

programs, bidding, labor/union issues, insurance, change orders, other financial 
areas, quality and environmental issues, concrete testing and M/WBE Fraud 

• Identification of significant Cost Savings through forensic accounting/auditing 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC 9/J/07-Present 
Forensic Accountant/Auditor- New Yankee Stadium, NYCDEP Croton Water Treatment Plant, 
Lower Manhattan Development Corp (LMDC) Deconstruction of J30 Liberty Street, NY, NY 
(Deutsch Bank Building), and United Nations Building Renovation Projects 

• Review Project Conformed Contracts/other documents to detennine contracting strategy, 
identify areas of risk, create audit plans, conduct audits, and communicate findings. 

• Identify project financial controls, policies/procedures and test for effectiveness 
* Track project (ledger) budgets, commitments, and expenditures to identify 

trends/variances 
• Monitor/analyze costs to minimize waste/maximize capital effectiveness 
• Assess insurance, bonding, labor, equipment, and material costs, payment process 
«> Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) Audit 
0 Testing/inspection & MWBE compliance reviews 
G Procurement process integrity oversight 

STIER ANDERSON, LLC 3/07-8/07 
Construction Auditor- Croton Water Treatment Plant, LMDC Deconstruction of 130 Liberty St, 

New Yankee Stadium Projects 
e Identify cheating schemes related to project security, community benefits programs, 

bidding, labor/union issues, insurance, change orders, other financial areas, quality, and 
environmental issues through Integrity Monitoring/Auditing (similar to above) 

COWORX STAFFING, LLC 7/05-3/07 
Capital Project Accountant, Schering-Plough Corp, Summit, New Jersey 

• Project Finance Representative- Cost Management/Financial Reporting 
• Review proposals, process purchase requisitions, review contracts, track commitments & 

expenditures, maintain project ledger, audit invoices, prepare monthly accruals, cash flow 
forecast, map processes, evaluate and comment on procedures and processes for adequate 
control of projects valued at $400 Million. 



ROBERT(BOB)CECEREJR CCA,CFE 
Page Two 

cecerer@thacherassociates.com 

CAPSTONE STAFFING GROUP II/04-7/05 
Construction Auditor, Port Authority of NY /NJ, Journal Square, Jersey City, NJ 

• Adhering to pre-determined audit programs, conduct detailed reviews of net-cost billings 
reconciling them to contracts and identifying and recovering cost savings. 

MERCK & CO., INC. 9/94-8/04 

Sr. Project Auditor, Central Engineering, Somerset, NJ (2002-2004) 
• Provided ongoing construction monitoring to multiple capital projects. 
• As Auditor-In-Charge, managed Construction Project/Contractor Audits. 
• Conducted first Merck Engineering Sarbanes-Oxley Fixed Asset Control Testing. 

Engineering Services Associate, Central Engineering, Somerset, NJ ( 1999-200 I) 
• Managed the Central Engineering Dept. Firm Evaluation System, Project Safety 

Perfonnance-Metric Program, the Cost Savings Program, and department space
plan/relocation of 400 workers. 

Sr. Construction Auditor, Corporate Audit Group, Whitehouse Station, NJ (1995-1999) 
• Provided ongoing construction auditing/monitoring to 15+ capital projects. 
5 As Auditor-In-Charge, managed Merck Internal Audit of Central Engineering Dept 
• Initiated program to participate in New Jersey Enterprise Zone reduced sales tax program 

Construction Auditor, Talent Tree Personnel Service, Contingent Worker, Internal Audit 
Department, Whitehouse Station, NJ ( 1994-1995) 

• Performed similar duties to above as 'contingent' worker. Hired as Merck permanent 
employee in I 995. 

PREVIOUS RELEVANT EXPERIENCE 

HAPAG-LLOYD (AMERICA), INC., Piscataway, NJ 
Facilities Coordinator, Administration -Coordinated corporate building services 

H.P. HUNT CONSTRUCTION CO., INC., Colts Neck, NJ 
Owner/Project Superintendent/Union Laborer- Supervised union labor to complete various 
construction projects for large industrial owners (Ciba-Geigy/BASF/Celanese). 

D. T. AL WORTH CONTRACTING CO., INC., Montclair, NJ 
Union Pipe-fitter/Purchasing Agent/Field Office Manager/Foreman (Exxon, Bayway, NJ) 

EDUCATION 

B.A., Business Administration, Lycoming College, Williamsport, PA 

CERTIFICATION 

CCA, Certified Construction Auditor (NACA), NYNJ Chapter Vice President 
CFE, Certified Fraud Examiner (ACFE) 



SHERRY CHANG 

330 West42nd Street. New York, New York 10036 Sherry@ThacherAssociates.com 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 2008 - Present 
Project Administrator 

• Responsible for creating and maintaining critical company files, calendars, schedules, spreadsheets, 
memos, reports, analysis and budgets. 

o Assist in business proposal edits and finalizations under supervision of Managing Directors and Firm 
Principals. 

• Organize, update and manage electronic document management system. 
• Detailed tracking of daily billable hours and matters. 
• General administrative duties; phones, filing, supplies, etc. 

DECHERT, LLP, New York, NY 2007- 2008 
Litigation Paralegal- Supervisor 

e Responsible for creating, updating and maintaining litigation excel spreadsheets, calendars, and 
schedules for witnesses. 

• E-discovery and document review and analysis determining whether documents were wholly 
producible, partially producible with redactions, confidential, privileged, confidential and 
privileged or totally irrelevant. 

• Performed quality check review of contract attorney document reviews and supplied feedback 
regarding quality of review. 

• Organize and manage electronic document system. 

CARDIACASSJST, INc., New York, NY 2006- 2007 
Senior Clinical Education Specialist (Mid-Atlantic & Northeast Region) 

• Managed and provided all educational/clinical support for Mid-Atlantic and Northeast Region 
hospital clientele. 

o Managed hospital clientele business relationships. 
• Trained physicians and nurses on clinical use of TandemHe311 PTV A System. 
,.. Provided educational seminars, attended/suppOJied both scheduled emergency clinical cases. 
10 Drafted and submitted reports of clinical cases for publication. 

FRESENJUS MEDICAL CARE, Westminster, CA 2004-2006 
Perfusion Assistant/Certified Clinical Technician (Orange County Region) 

• Assisted staff Certified Clinical Perfusionists and hospital medical staff in operating room 
clinical cases. 

• Detailed record keeping of all patient data and reports. 

• Certified Technician: Intra-Aortic Balloon Pump, Autologous Blood Salvage and Autologous 
Platelet Gel-Phoresis 

• Created, updated and maintained client proforrnas 

ADDITJONAL SKILLS 

Strong verbal and written communication skills, strong analytical and problem solving skills, excellent 
interpersonal skills, extensive knowledge ofMicrosoft Office (Word, ExceL Pmverpoint, Access), 
Ringtail Database System. Millennium Electronic Document Management System, Provantage, 
proficient in Mac and Windows operating systems 



EDUCATION 

University of California, Irvine, Irvine, CA B.S., Biological Sciences, 2002 

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS/CERTJFICA TIONS 

Intra-Aortic Balloon Pump, Autologous Blood Salvage, Autologous Platelet Gel-Phoresis 

MOST RECENT INTEGRITY MONITORING ENGAGEMENTS 

My three most recent integrity monitoring engagements are: The National September 11 1
h Memorial and 

Museum and the WTC Central Chiller Plant monitoring engagements (December 2008 to present), the 
L&L Painting Co., Inc. monitoring engagement (October 2009 to present), and the P.J. Mechanical 
Corp. monitoring engagement (July 20 l 0 to present). All are Thacher Associates engagements. My role 
on these engagements is in the capacity of Project Administrator. I report directly to the Project 
Manager of each respective monitoring engagement. As Project Administrator on each respective 
project, I am responsible for organizing, updating and managing all project related electronic and hard 
copy documents in an electronic document management system and filing cabinet, and creating, editing 
and updating project related spreadsheets (i.e., site visit logs, budgets, analysis, charts, etc.), documents, 
and Powerpoint presentations as requested by clients and/or Project Managers. I am also responsible for 
organizing and managing project related team schedules, calendars, and meetings, communicating and 
distributing to project teams regarding any and all project-wide information issued by the client, and 
reviewing all project related memos, reports and e-mails from team members and clients to stay 
informed on status of projects. 



BACKGROUND SUMMARY 

Retired Law Enforcement Professional•lnnovative thinker possessing a strong background in 
investigations, contract management and vendor compliance•Excel in highly competitive 
environments where leadership, are the keys to success• Excellent interpersonaL analytical and 
organization skills to effectively collaborate with the full range of job-related contacts 

EXPERIENCE 

JoB TITLE YEARS EMPLOYED (JANUARY 2009 TO PRESENT) 

Logistics Section Chief FEMA, 26 Federal Plaza 
New York, NYJ0278 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

• Disaster Assistance Employee overseeing contract administration on various vendors 
for a multitude of commodities and service 

JoB TITLE YEARS EMPLOYED (2005 - 2008) 
Detective Morris County Prosecutor's Office 

Morristown, NJ 07963-0900 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

• Served as the Assistant Morris County Counter Terrorism Coordinator engaged in 
investigations of Homeland Security Threats and atlained FBI Secret Clearance. 

s Trained Risk Assessment Officer a/the Regional infrastructure Protection Center of 
NYP D for security, loss prevention and recipient of the ASJS international 2008 

Leadership Award. 

JOB TITLE YEARS EMPLOYED (1977 - 2005) 

Captain, Regional Commander 

RESPONSIBILITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS: 

New Jersey Stale Police 
West Trenton, NJ 0862 8-0068 

• Managed the operations of 4 patrol stations with 200 Troopers responsible for 300 
square miles of patrol area and 150 interstate miles. 

• Facility Manager for the New Jersey State Police responsible for the oversight of 
151 facilities at 12 5 locations and project manager for more than $50 million of 

capital construction projects. 

• Graduate ofthe 195'" FBi National Academy in 1998. 

EDUCATION 

DEGREE EARNED AND MAJOR 

MA. Criminal Justice 
B.A. Psychology 
A.A.S. Mechanical Technology 

INSTITUTION 
-----------------

John Jay College of Criminal Justice 
Montclair Stale College 

Counry College of Morris 



Vincent D' Amelio 

Executive Managing Director 

K2 Global Consulting, N.A., llC 

599 Lexington Avenue, 12'h Floor 

New York, NY 10022 

Tel: 917.281.3248 

Fax: 917.281.3241 

vdamelio@k2global.net 

Professional History 

• Managing Director, Navigant 

Consulting 

• Director, KPMG Forensic 

• Vice President, Forensic 

Accounting and Claims, Reliance 

National Insurance Company 

• Director of Forensic Accounting, 

AIG Fidelity Claim Department 

• Senior Financial Investigator, 

New York County District 

Attorney's Office 

• Insurance Examiner, New York 
State Insurance Department 

Professional Certifications 

• Certified Public Accountant 
(CPA) 

• Certified in Financial Forensics 

Teaching Positions 

• St. John's University, Peter J. 

Tobin College of Business

Adjunct Professor, Principles of 

Forensic Accounting 

• New York University- Lecturer 

on Investigative and Forensic 

Accounting 

i \ 
I : • 

Vincent D' Amelio, CPA 

Vincent D' Amelio is an Executive Managing Director at K2 

Intelligence and Thacher Associates. He has over 20 years 

expenence performing forensic accounting analysis and 

investigations. He specializes in Integrity Monitorships, Ponzi 

schemes, asset misappropriation, financial statement fraud, 

fidelity insurance claims, and regulatory compliance. Vince has 

testified as an expert witness in both Federal and State court. 

Vince is currently an Adjunct Professor in the Tobin College of 

Business at St John's University where he has developed and 

teaches a graduate course in Forensic Accounting. 

Monitoring and IPSIG Experience 

• Led a team of over 80 professionals responsible for the financial 
oversight of all construction contractors' billings relating to the 
demolition and debris removal at the World Trade Center site. 
Reviewed and analyzed all construction manager and 
subcontractor invoices. Work involved 24 hour a day, 7 days a 
week field monitoring of trade labor, equipment usage and 
material deliveries. Served as liaison between KPMG and all 
city, state, and federal agencies involved in the cleanup, 
including, FEMA, NYC Department of Design and 
Construction, NYC Department of Investigation, NYC Office of 

Management and Budget, PANYNJ, NYPD, FDNY and various 

other entities. 

• Served as the lead forensic accountant on the monitorship of 

Tutor-Perini on behalf of the Port Authority of NYNJ 

associated with their work at JFK Airport and the World Trade 

Center. 

• Led the forensic accounting efforts of the court appointed 

monitorship of the Suburban Carting Group of companies. The 

monitorship focused on companies controlled by Thomas Milo, 

Nicholas Milo, Louis Corso and James Galante. Included in the 

group were at least a dozen solid waste related companies 
including carting companies, transfer stations, recycling 
operations and a landfill located throughout Westchester, 
Orange and Rockland Counties and Connecticut. The 
monitorship included, but was not limited to the verification of 
revenues, amounts of solid waste collected and disposed of, 
tipping fee arrangements and validity of expenses. 



Reference: 

• Led a law enforcement appointed IPSIG of a major plumbing 
contractor accused of paying kickbacks to organized crime. 

• Led a law enforcement appointed IPSIG of a major elevator 
contractor accused of bribing NYC building inspectors. 

Demolition and Debris Removal at World Trade Center (October 2001 - October 
2003): Eric McFarlane, Assistant Commissioner, Department of Design and 

Construction, City of New York, 30-30 Thomson Avenue, Long Island City, N.Y. 

11101, Tel.# 718-391-2251 



BARRY DEFOE 
330 West42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 Barry@Thacher Associates. com 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 
Managing Director/Senior Investigator 

2000 - Present 

• Supervise and conduct field investigations, provide investigative planning and case analysis, and 
oversee internal investigations of corporate fraud for a corporate investigations finn. 

• Integrity Monitor of the rebuilding of the World Trade Center Transportation Hub. 
o Part of a multi-disciplinary team working with the Port Authority of New York and 

New Jersey's Office oflnspector General on this $3 billion project. 
o Identified integrity risks and existing controls and have developed and implemented 

procedures to minimize the risk of fraud and unethical practices, with a focus on 
procurement practices. 

$ Managed internal investigation of allegations of fraudulent or inappropriate conduct by employees 
and vendors of a large non-profit organization 

o Identified and reported to the Executive Director and Audit Committee of the Board 
of Directors on significant issues uncovered. 

o Uncovered evidence leading to the removal of senior management and other staff, 
monetary recoveries from vendors and changes in procurement procedures. 

• Multiple domestic and international investigations on behalf of the Audit Committee of a publicly
traded technology company. Investigations of various forms of financial misconduct resulted in the 
restatement of financial statements. 

o Integrity compliance monitor, with Emst & Young, for the Lower Manhattan Development 
Corporation's ("LMDC") $280 million Residential Grant Program, which offered financial 
assistance to qualified tenants residing in Lower Manhattan following September II, 200 I. 

o Working closely with LMDC, participated in the development and implementation 
of policies, procedures and controls to ensure internal and external compliance and 
to minimize the risk of fraud. 

o Developed evidence contributing to the conviction of four individuals on Federal 
charges of having made fraudulent statements to obtain grants. 

NEW YORK STATE ORGANIZED CRIME TASK FORCE (OCTF), Albany, NY 1981 - 2000 
Senior Investigator 

• Performed all investigative tasks associated with complex multi-agency investigations and 
prosecutions of organized criminal groups. Specialized in the investigation of financial crimes, 
including money laundering, corporate and government corruption, false billing schemes, 
construction and real estate frauds, planned bankruptcies, tax frauds and illegal gambling. 
Significant cases included: 

o Intemational money laundering through Broadway National Bank in New York 
City: 

u Initiated and was sole investigator in investigation and resulting seizure and 
forfeiture of $I ,200,000 from intemational money laundering ring's 
account at the banlc 



• Initiated regulatory action against the bank, resulting in Federal order 
requiring changes in bank's practices and the hiring of an independent 
auditing finn leading to seizure of 19 additional account containing over 
$800,000. 

o Multimillion dollar fraud and tax violations by Donald Carter and The Carter 
Organization, a Wall Street proxy-solicitation finn: 

• Lead investigator in case. Developed critical informants and interviewed 
subjects, witnesses and victims throughout the United States. 

• Carter pled guilty to felony charges and served tenn in state prison. New 
York State received $3,200,000 in civil forfeitures and $537,000 in back 
taxes. 

PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS 

Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE); Member, Association of Certified Fraud Examiners; Board of Directors, 
NYC Chapter of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners; Member, International Association of 
Independent Private Sector Inspectors General 

EDUCATJON 

State University of NY- Albany, Albany, NY 

Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO 

Ph.D. Candidate, Criminal Justice, 1986 
M.A., Criminal Justice, 1980 

B.A., Political Science, 1979 

MONITORSHIP EXPERIENCE 

P.J. Mechanical and Affiliates Integrity Monitoring Engagements 

I have been the Project Manager of Integrity Monitorships of P.J. Mechanical (PJM), an HV AC finn, 
and its affiliates, including Delta Sheet Metal, since May 2011. We were selected to serve as PJM's 
Integrity Monitor on both public and private projects following the execution of search warrants at 
PJM's offices in June 2010. PJM and a principal were indicted on Grand Larceny charges in May 2011; 
the indictment against PJM was subsequently dismissed but the principal remains under indictment. We 
report to owners and their representatives on private projects and we report to the Port Authority Office 
of Inspector General in connection with four contracts that PJM and Delta have at the WTC site on the 
Transportation Hub, Retail and Memorial Projects. As a result of an agreement that Delta just entered 
into with the New York City Department of Investigation, we will also be monitoring Delta's work on 
two contracts with the City ofNew York. 

On this engagement, our mission is to monitor the integrity of the Projects so as to prevent/ detect 
organized crime, labor racketeering, corruption, fraud, and failure to comply with regulatory and 
contractual requirements. We designed and implemented a project integrity compliance program and 
have conducted ethics training for staff. We examine the Projects' construction and financial processes 
and perform forensic analyses of a sample of transactions. We perform these functions with a multi
disciplinary team consisting of investigators, auditors, engineers, and other specialists as determined by 
the need of the engagement. During the engagement, we have made recommendations that have been 
accepted by P JM to improve their intemal controls. 



As the Project Manager, I am responsible for directing the activities of the Thacher integrity monitoring 
·. team so as to meet contractual:crequirements-and client priorities. I am responsible for consuiting with' ·._c·•··· 

the clients so as to identify and from time to time modify the mission/ objectives of the engagements and 
for providing oral and written reports to the clients. On a day to day basis, I am responsible for 
coordinating the activities of our team to maximize team efficiency. 

(Reference: Robert Joyce, Port Authrity OIG, 5 Marine View Plaza, Hoboken, NJ 07030; tel.# 973-565-
4349) 



330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 Joe@Thacher Associates. com 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 1996- Present 

Co-Founder, Executive Vice President and Chief Operating Officer 
• Created a full service organization that provides corruption prevention/detection services including 

investigations and research, electronic due diligence, database services, forensic audits, risk assessments, 
business intelligence, compliance programs and civil prosecutions to public and private sector clients. 

• Provide monitoring and oversight programs directly to government agencies or private sector 
contractors and assist government agencies in the management of Independent Private Sector Inspector 
General ("IPSIG") programs. 

NEW YORK CJTY SCHOOL CONSTRUCT10N AUTHORITY, Bronx, NY 1990 - 1996 
Assistant Inspector General (Office of the Inspector General) 

• Co-founded office along with the Inspector General. 
• Conceptualized mission, structure and methods. 
• Developed, implemented and staffed the Office of the Inspector General where none had previously 

existed: from site selection, office design, computer/telephone/security systems purchase, to hiring 
of attorneys, analysts, investigative engineers and support staff. 

• Managed three units central to the agency: research and analysis, intelligence and MIS. 
• Supported the Inspector General through problem identification; crime pattern assessments; the 

collection, storage and retrieval of intelligence; conducting policy and procedure analysis; and 
developing policy recommendations to protect and improve the integrity of the SCA' s construction 
process. 

• Developed sophisticated structural and systems analysis programs aimed at prevention and 
detection; an intelligence capability complemented by proactive undercover operations; and a state 
of the art computer system designed to facilitate the exchange and analysis of infonnation within 
the agency and with other law enforcement entities. 

NEW YORK STATE ORGANIZED CRIME TASK FORCE, White Plains, NY 1980- 1990 
Chief Analyst, Construction Industry Task Force 

• Supervised research and analysis component of OCTF's construction industry project which culminated 
in two published reports to Governor Cuomo, Conuption and Racketeering in the New York City 
Construction Industry. 

Senior Analyst 
• Labor racketeering: Headed the analysis team that led to a major prosecution of the Long Island carting 

industry. 

• Participated in and conducted research for Racketeering in Legitimate Industries, a report published by 
the Rand Corporation, which focused on organized crime control of the Long Island carting industry. 

• Commission Case: Played a significant role and assisted in the prosecution ofthe New York's five Cosa 
Nostra crime family bosses and underbosses for their control of the City's concrete industry. 

NEW JERSEY STATE PoucE, West Trenton, NJ 1978- 1980 
Intelligence Analyst 

• Participated in the pilot study of a New Jersey State Police Analysis Unit. Many law enforcement 
agencies, including FBI, Scotland Yard and the Canadian and Australian Police Departments drew upon 
the unit's expertise in designing and implementing intelligence analysis components. 



EDUCATION 

West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV M.P.A., Public Administration, 1976 

Salem College, Salem, WV B.A., Criminal Justice/Sociology, 1975 

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS/CERTIFICATIONS 

Licensed Private Investigator (NY and NJ) 

MONJTORSHIP EXPERIENCE 

As Executive Vice President/Chief Operating Officer, Mr. DeLuca has shared principal responsibility (with the 
Fim1's co-founder Thomas Thacher) for executive management of all of the Firm's key integrity monitorships, 
including the Ground Zero, MTA Transit Projects, Scalamandre, the Port Authority of New York and New 
Jersey's WTC Transportation Hub, Retail and the National September 11th Memorial monitorships. In this 
capacity, he has played a key role in the development and refinement of the integrity risk management 
monitoring plans, and in the management teams that have overseen the implementation of those plans. 

References: 

Available upon request. 



Summary of Qualifications 
• Licensed by the State of New York to transact business as a Private Investigator 
m Over 25 years experience in conducting a wide range of diversified investigations 
• Bi-lingual. Fluent in English and Spanish 
• Excellent interviewing techniques and Vvritten communication skiJls 
• Strong analytical and research slcills 

Professional Bacl{ground 

New York County District Attorney's Office 07/11-Present 
As a Senior Rackets Investigator responsibilities include providing support for both cases and 
investigations of the Trial and Investigation Divisions. From locating reluctant witnesses, to long 
term undercover opemtions, to witness interviews, to the execution of search warrants. 

AML Consulting Service/Promontory Financial Group- Consultant 12/07- 07/11 
Performed the following AML (Anti-Money Laundering) functions as first an Analyst and 
subsequently, an Investigator. Generated new cases for investigation warranting additional 
scrutiny, based on the review of clusters of wire transfer activity and the presence of indicators 
(red flags) of possible suspicious activity. Conducted and documented extensive research of 
cases to determine if suspicious activity occurred. This research was centered on corporate 
entities as well as individuals and the financial institutions involved in the activity. Reviewed 
and edited information developed through research for case review by first an Investigator and 
subsequently by a Supervisor. Submitted case closing recommendations to Supervisors. In the 
Fall and Winter of 20] 0/2011, acted as an investigative consultant, providing litigation support 
for the U.S. Postal Inspector's Office. 

KBTF Group LLC- ConsuJtant 1/06- 07/11 
Responsible for surveillance operations, conducting interviews, preparing Court ready reports 
and detailed docwnentation of investigative observations and results. Including the collec6on 
and dissemination of photographic evidence. Litigation Support: Conducted comprehensive 
forensic review of Discovery documents in high profile corporate litigation utilizing the 
Concordance and IPRO systems. Prepared Excel spreadsheet summary docwnentation for 
Attorney reference. 

The Repton Group- Vice President of Investigations 9/05- 06/08 
Responsibilities include: conducting due diligence investigations, background checks, litigation 
support, and surveillance operations. Also conduct interviews as well as Court ready report 
preparation and detailed documentation of investigative observations and results. 

CSS Group- Managing Director of Operations 5/05- 09/05 
Lead investigator on multiple investigations requiring detailed fact-gathering and documentation 
of results while maintaining a high-level of integrity due to the sensitive nature of the cases. 



Investigations required interviews, surveillance and witness location. Participated in corporate 
fraud investigations, both nationally and internationally. Conducted Employee background 
checks (due diligence) and investigated cases involving sexual harassment in the work place. 

Astoria Federal Savings Bank- Fraud Investigator 6/04- 05/05 
Conducted investigations of losses and fraud coilllllitted against the bank, including internal 
investigations, money laundering, loan fraud and check fraud cases. 

Law Enforcement Background 
Organized Crime Control Bureau -Firearms Investigation Unit 6/02 - 1/04 
The prosecution and imprisonment of those person(s) found to be involved in the trafficking of 
firearm(s). 

Organized Crime Control Bureau- Asset Forfeiture Unit 3/01 - 6/02 
Responsible for interviewing, debriefing, asset investigation and scrutiny of work/fmancial 
history of person(s) arrested for criminal activities. Utilized Autotrack and Nexis-Lexis 
applications as a research tool to identify and locate persons, associates, locations and real 
properties. Conferred with Civil Enforcement, DEA, US Customs Service, IRS and the District 
Attorney's office. Located Safe Deposit boxes used by subjects to store illegal monies and built 
probable cause to obtain search warrants for safe deposit boxes. 

Criminal Intelligence Section, Manhattan North Borough Intelligence Team 11100- 03/01 
Pilot unit developed as a central investigative body whose function was to disseminate 
information and intelligence to any investigative body seeking to enhance their investigations. 
Served as a liaison with Manhattan Detective squads including the Manhattan North Homicide 
Squad, Manhattan District Attorney's office and NY/NJ High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area. 

Detective Bureau, 251
h Precinct Detective Squad 3/98- 11/00 

Assigned to investigate any cases requiring further investigation to apprehend and arrest 
person(s) wanted for prosecutable offenses. 

Organized Crime Control Bureau- Manhattan North Tactical Narcotics Team~ 
Manhattan North Nitro Unit, Manhattan North Major Case Unit and Manhattan North 
Narcotics Homicide Task Force 4/92- 3/98 
Participated and made street level drug arrests leading to the execution of search warrants, both 
as an affiant as well as in the capacity of a post-execution intelligence gatherer. Responsibiljties 
involved surveillance, report writing, wiretaps, conversation transcriptions, clone phone 
morutoring as well as debriefings and interviews. 

NYPD 251
h Precinct 1/84- 4/92 

Conducted preliminary investigations, effected arrests and interacted with the community as a 
means of solving problems. Identified crime patterns and conducted investigations through the 
use of department computer systems and physical methods of surveillance. 



ROBERT D. ELlMAN 
330 West42nd Street, New York, Nev,1 York 10036 

THACHER ASSOCIATES,LLC, New York, NY 
Senior Research/Analyst 

2001- Present 

• Project Manager for a premiere equity firm client's administrative and executive level employee 
background screens. 

• Coordinate investigative planning with Project Managers and company executives. 
• Supervise/review/delegate research assignments, interface with field investigators and forensic 

engmeers. 

• Establish document management protocol. 
• Conduct interviews with Project managers and draft reports summarizing research of hundreds of 

subcontractors re M/W /DDBE integrity compliance for monitorship between a multinational 
general contractor and large New York City agency. 

o Coordinate due diligence research regarding hundreds of subcontractors for a prominent 
investment bank re construction of new branch in midtown Manhattan on previous project; 
manage workflow with colleagues, perform troubleshooting with client and report to Project 
Manager and Thacher executives. 

• Initiated development of identity theft protocol to solicit new business. 
• Mentor junior analysts and knowledge management resource for entirety of office. 
• Research, analyze and manage documents for investigations of contractors, vendors and 

suppliers for compliance with local, state and federal laws governing prevailing wage 
requirements, DBE/MBE requirements and general accounting and engineering contractual 
requirements for public sector clients. 

• Perform litigation support research; asset tracing and analysis for law finn clients. 
• Perform internal audit document reviews for government and private sector clients. 
e Complete specific research assignments within the time and budgetary constraints alJocated. 
e Interview witnesses and conduct field surveillance for a mid-sized New York City agency client. 

SUITE} Ol.COM 

Freelance Writer 
2011 -Present 

• Commentary about politics, current events, history, information science, sports and society. 

BERRET-KOHLER PUBLISHERS, (based in) Oakland, CA 
Part- Time Freelance Editing Consultant 

• Review early drafts of political, economic and social science books. 

2006- Present 

• Submit detailed itemized reviews with suggestions and criticisms regarding reviewed drafts. 
• Interface with authors via telephone and e-mail. 
• Contributions to Andrea Batista-Schlesinger's Book, "The Death of Why" referenced in 

Acknowledgements section. 

AMERICAN EXPRESS, Hoboken, NJ 
Research Assistant 

2001 - 2001 

"' Provided research support for Business Intelligence/Marketplace Insights Team on information 
queries from Am ex's worldwide corporation. 

• Assisted library users with online databases and other library resources. 
e Collected and maintained library user/reference statistics and create monthly Excel reports. 



• Scanned research materials into a proprietary digital database. 
• Catalogued and classified library reference materials using INMAGIC software and LC 

cataloging. 
• Regularly contacted EBSCO and used EBSCONET for serials control. 
• Supervised and trained high-school co-op students. 
• Interviewed prospective interns. 

PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS AND ASSOCIATIONS 

Licensed New York State Private Investigator; member of the Special Libraries Association. 

EDUCATION 

Queens College, Graduate School of Library & Information Studies, Flushing, NY M.L.S., 2001 

Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, NY B.A., History & Political Science, 1991 

COMPUTER SKILLS 

Microsoft Word, Excel, Powerpoint; ACT for Windows; Lotus Notes; Great Plains Dynamics; Alchemy 
Research; ISYS; Millennium; New York City Mayor's Office of Contract Services VENDEX Database; 
Provantage; LEXIS-NEXIS; Westlaw; Factiva/Dow Jones; Dun & Bradstreet; Accurint/IRB; Tracers; CLEAR; 
Merlin; Pacer; Live Edgar; First Call; OneSource; Dialog; World-Check; popular Intemet search engines. 

MONlTORSHJP EXPERIENCE 

Ground Zero Engagement (2001-2006) 
Scalamandre Engagement (2001-2006) 
Washington Group International (2004-2010) 
Jacobs Engineering (2004-2010) 
Safeway Environmental Engagement (2001-2006) 
MT A- Skanska Engagement (2012-Present) 
Schiavone Construction Engagement (2012-Present) 
LaQui]a Group Engagement (2001-Present) 
Port Authority WTC Projects (Hub, Retail, NSllMM) (2006-Present) 
P.J. Mechanical Engagement (2010-Present) 

Senior Research Analyst. Extensive experience with corporate and construction industry related due 
diligence, investigative planning and analysis, asset tracing, litigation support, research utilizing public 
records and commercial databases. Responsibilities include synthesizing large volumes of information 
into succinctly written reports. 

References: 

(Ground Zero): Goodwin Benjamin, Department of Investigation, City of New York, 80 Maiden Lane, 
18th Floor, New York N.Y. 10038 

(Scalamandre): Arkin, Kaplan & Cohen LLP, 590 Madison Avenue, 35th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10022, 
Tel. #212-333-0200 



(Washington Group): Washington Group lntemationallnc., 510 Carnegie Center, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

(Jacobs Engineering): John F. Hoehner, Esq., Director- Global Litigation, Jacobs Engineering Group, 
Inc., 501 North Broadway, I 1 th Floor, St. Louis, M.O. 63102, Tel. #314-335-4076 

(Safeway Environmental): Kirk Eng, Chief Fiscal Officer, Department of Investigation, City of New 
York, 80 Maiden Lane, l81

h Floor, New York, N.Y. 10038, Tel. #212-825-2875 

(MTA - Skanska): Martin Flumenbaum, Partner, Paul Weiss Rifkind Wharton & Garrison LLC, 1285 
Avenue ofthe Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019, Tel.# 212-373-3191 

(Schiavone Construction): Lorraine D'Angelo, Esq., CCEP, Sr. Vice President- Ethics & Compliance, 
Dragados USA, 500 Fifth Avenue, 381

h Floor, New York, N.Y. 10110, Tel.# 212-779-0900 x 131 

(The LaQuila Group): Angelo Sisca, Vice President - Operations, LaQuila Group, 1590 Troy A venue, 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234, Tel.# 718-252-0126 

(Port Authority WTC Engagements): Robert E. Van Etten, Inspector General, PANYNJ, 5 Marine View 
Plaza, Suite 502, Hoboken, N.J. 07030, Tel # 973-565-4330: Steven A. Pasichow, Port Auth OIG, 5 
Marine View Plaza, Hoboken, NJ 07030; tel.# (973) -565-4366 

(PJ Mechanical): Robert Joyce, Port Authrity OlG, 5 Marine View Plaza, Hoboken, NJ 07030; tel. # 
973-565-4349 



SARAH FATTAH, CFE 
330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 SF altah@ThacherAssociates. com 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 2011 -Present 
Forensic Auditor 

• Analyze and audit certified payrolls, fringe benefit records, timesheets, and internal payroll records 
to determine the proper use of prevailing wages and internal controls on various construction 
projects throughout New York City. 

• Conduct audits and inquiries pertaining to Women- and Minority-Owned Business Enterprises 
awarded contracts on NYC construction projects. 

• Perform sample testing of bank records, financial statements and other company information as a 
result of fraud or misconduct allegations. 

KOHL'S DEPARTMENT STORES, Englishtown, Holmdel & East Brunswick, NJ 2008-2011 
Loss Prevention Supervisor 

• Conducted audits of operational and shortage control procedures. 
• Performed internal audits of associates' transactions with the use of internal databases and 

electronic journals. 
• Implemented theft prevention and shortage control programs. 
• Chosen as a High Potential Candidate and attended training and development conferences. 
• Progressed from a medium risk to a high risk location. 
• Completed presentations and projects for regional Management and Loss Prevention personnel. 
• Detailed report writing and maintained case files. 
• Both verbal and written communication with attorneys and law enforcement. 

INTERFOR, INC., New York, NY 2007 - 2008 
Investigator 

~t Lead investigator on a heavy national and international caseload involving various types of 
fraud, due diligence and asset and person location. 

• Conducted field audits and data collection pertaining to pyramid schemes and hidden assets. 
@ Managed case files and accounts. 
~ Both verbal and written communication with clients and sources. 
o Report writing and presentation for clients. 

SAFlR ROSETTI, New York, NY 
Forensic Associate 

2007 

• Performed investigations involving the use of forensic accounting, field audits, data collection 
and interviews pertaining to alleged fraud allegations with the New York construction industry. 

• Managed case files and accounts. 
• Both verbal and written communication with clients and subcontractors. 
• Report writing and presentations for clients. 

J.A.M. COLLECTIONS, LLC, Morganville, NJ 
Legal Assistant to the President 

• Managed office while conducting asset recovery and collections. 
o Drafted and negotiated settlements. 
• Interpreted legal documents and contracts 
o Maintained files and accounts 
(]> Both verbal and written communication with clients, attorneys, and debtors. 

2005- 2006 



EDUCATION 

Utica College, Utica, NY M.B.A., Econ. Crime & Fraud Mgmt., 2010 

Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey, Newark, N J B.A., Criminal Justice, 2006 

Brookdale Community College, Neptune, NJ A.S., Criminal Justice, 2004 

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS/CERTIFICATIONS 

Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) 

MOST RECENT INTEGRITY MONITORING ENGAGEMENTS 

My three most recent integrity monitoring engagements are: The WTC Transportation Hub monitoring 
engagements (April 2011 to present), the L&L Painting Co., Inc. monitoring engagement (May 2011 to 
present), and the P.J. Mechanical Corp. monitoring engagement (May 2011 to present). All are Thacher 
Associates engagements. My role on these engagements is in the capacity of Forensic Auditor. I report 
directly to the Director of Forensic Auditing and the Project Manager of each respective monitoring 
engagement. As Forensic Auditor on each respective project, I am responsible for analyzing and 
auditing certified payroll reports, fringe benefit records, timesheets, and internal payroll records to 
determine the proper use of Prevailing Wages and internal controls of various contractors and NYC 
public projects. I am also responsible for conducting audits and inquiries pertain to women- and 
minority-owned business enterprises, performing sample testing of bank records, financial statements 
and other company information as a result of fraud or misconduct allegations. 



TIMOTHY j. FEEHAN 

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS 

• 22 years professional experience in law enforcement, extensive contact within the New York City 

Police Department and outside agencies throughout the law enforcement field 

o 14 years as a New York City Police Detective conducting investigations in various investigative 

assignments 

• 12 years in the detective squad conducting homicide investigations 

• Excellent in interrogation and communication skills 

• Self motivated investigator committed to high quality investigations resulting in positive results 

CIVIL SERVICE GRADES 

•Detective 151 Grade: 
•Detective 2nd Grade: 

• Detective 3'ct Grade: 

•Police Officer: 

October 2011 

December 2006 

February 1998 

October 1990 

WORK EXPERIENCE 

Thacher Associates, LLC, 2012-Present 

2012-Present Investigator 

•Monitor contractor activities, risk areas, surveillance and investigation as needed 

for NYC Rapid Repair Program 

New York City Police Department, 1990-2012 

2006-2012 Detective Investigator: 102 Precinct Detective Squad, Queens, NY 

•Respond to and investigate all homicides and major crimes 

•Establish crime scenes and detain witnesses 

2003-2006 

•Prepare detailed investigative reports 

•Provide expert testimony and present case findings in local, state and federal courts 

Detective Investigator: 103 Precinct Detective Squad, Queens, NY 

•Instrumental in the investigation of all crimes committed within the precinct; 

including homicides, larcenies and fraud 

•Coordinated tactical plans for the execution of search warrants and arrest warrants 

•Utilized strong communication skills in developing suspect profiles 

•Made numerous arrests of violent felons 

•Well versed in the use of NYPD databases, various computer programs and the 
internet 



New Yori<'City Police Department, 1990-2012 (continued) 
2000-2003 Detective Investigator: 103 Precinct Robbery Squad, Queens, NY 

•Investigated robbery complaints 

1996-2000 

1994-1996 

1993-1994 

1990-1993 

1987-1990 

CERTIFICATIONS 

•Interviewed complainants and interrogated robbery suspects 

•Made numerous arrests of violent robbery felons 

•Established local robbery patterns 

•Conducted physical and electronic surveillance of suspects 

Detective Investigator: Narcotics Unit, Queens, NY 

•Conducted surveillance and compiled evidence 

•Conducted debriefings and executed search warrants 

•Obtained numerous apprehensions of wanted criminals 

Police Officer: Anti-Crime Unit, 103 Precinct, Queens, NY 

•Selected by precinct commander to work in plain clothes unit to due to high arrest 

activity, investigative abilities, and performance of all patrol duties. 

Police Officer: Street Narcotics Enforcement Unit, 103 Precinct, Queens, NY 

•Addressed precinct conditions regarding street level narcotics, high arrest activity, 

and conducted search warrants 

Police Officer: 103 Precinct, Queens, NY 

•Conducted uniformed patrol duties and enforcement of laws in accordance with 

department rules and regulations, addressed street conditions, gathered evidence 

at crime scenes and located witnesses 

United States Marine Corps 

•Recruit training: Parris Island, South Carolina 
•Communication and electronics school 29 Palms CA 

•Honorably discharged as a Corporal 

•Robbery Investigation Course 

•Kidnapping Seminar 

• Criminal Investigation Course 

•Special Victims and Child Abuse Course 

•Homicide Investigation Course 

eNarcotics Investigation Course 

•Automobile Fraud Investigation Course 

eDignitary Protection Course 

EDUCATION 

1990 •NYC Police Department Academy Recruit Training, New York, NY 

HONORS AND AWARDS 

•Exceptional Merit Award 

•Commendation Award 

• NYPD awards for Meritorious Police Duty 

•Excellence in Police Duty Awards 

•Police Officer of the Month Awards 

•Detective of the Month Awards 
•Commanders Day Awards 



GERARD K. FRECH 
330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York I 0036 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 
Managing Director 

• Oversee Integrity Monitoring engagements. 

Frechg@ThacherAssociates. com 

2007 - Present 

• Direct the activities of investigators, forensic accountants and engineers to design and implement 
internal control and monitor compliance therewith, particularly for large construction contractors 
and project owners (public and private). 

• Ensure best practices and transparency in all phases of construction projects, from procurement, 
through mobilization and construction, to project close-out. 

STJER ANDERSON, LLC, New York, NY 
Partner 

1990-2007 

• Concentrations on special counsel investigations, construction monitoring, regulated utilities, 
corporate compliance and civil litigations. 

• Conducted investigation on allegations of misconduct at the Three Mile Island Nuclear 
Generating Station on behalf of GPU Nuclear Corporation. 

• Oversaw one of the four construction management companies responsible for clean-up and 
recovery operations, preventing organized crime from exploiting the tragedy and assuring that 
all contractors complied with financial, environmental and contractual requirements at the 
World Trade Center. 

• Managed the deconstruction of the former Deutsche Bank Building at Ground Zero for the 
Lower Manhattan Development Corporation. 

• Developed and supervised the implementation of, and monitored compliance with corruption 
prevention programs. 

KIRSTEN FRIEDMAN & CHERIN, PC, New Jersey 
Associate 

1981 - 1986 

• Worked on cases specializing in utility rate cases and regulatory matters, including 
investigations at nuclear generating stations owned by NJ utilities. 

NEW JERSEY BOARD OF PUBLIC UTILITIES, New Jersey 
Counsel to the Chief Economist 

NEW JERSEY BOARD, New Jersey 
Law Clerk 

1979- 1981 

1976-1979 

ADMlTTED: New Jersey Bar, New York Bar, the United States District Court for New Jersey, the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, the United States Supreme Court. 

EDUCATION 

Seton Hall Law School, Newark, NJ Juris Doctor 

Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA B.A. 



MONlTORSHIP EXPERIENCE 

Mr. Frech has served as the Project Manager on numerous integrity monitoring engagements since 1991. In his 
capacity as Project Manager, Mr. Frech has managed teams of forensic auditors, engineers, investigators, 
environmental and safety professionals to protect these projects from corruption, fraud, waste, and abuse and 
assure compliance with legal and contractual obligations. Among other duties, Mr. Frech's responsibilities 
include identifying risk areas, developing corruption prevention programs, work plans and budgets, reports and 
presentations, and interfacing with senior levels of the client and responsible government agencies, including 
law enforcement agencies and IG offices. 

From 1991-1995, Mr. Frech was the Project Manager for the New York City School Construction Authority's 
(SCA) monitorship of E. W. HowelL the first construction integrity monitorship ever imposed in the State of 
New York. In that capacity he monitored Howell's work on five schools being constructed or rehabilitated for 
the City of New York and developed a Corruption Prevention Program, including a Code of Ethics for E. W. 
Howell. 

(References: Thomas D. Thacher, II, Esq., Office of the Inspector General, NYC School Construction 
Authority, 188 West 2301

h Street, Bronx, N.Y. 10463; Joseph A. DeLuca, Office ofthe Inspector General, NYC 
School Construction Authority, 188 West 2301

h Street, Bronx, N.Y. 1 0463) 

From July 2001 -March 2004, Mr. Frech served in a similar capacity, monitoring AMEC Inc.'s perfom1ance of 
a $32 million contract with the SCA to rehabilitate and upgrade 15 schools. 

(Reference: Sean Walsh, Office of the Inspector General, NYC School Construction Authority, 188 West 2301
h 

Street Bronx, N.Y. 10463, TeL# 718-901-6600) 

From October 2001 --March 2003, Mr. Frech was the Project Manager for the monitorship of AMEC's role as 
one of four firms responsible for cleaning up of the World Trade Center (WTC) disaster site. 

(Reference: Steven A. Pasichow, Assistant Commissioner, Department of Investigations, City ofNew York, 80 
Maiden Lane, New York, N.Y. 10038) 

From August 2005 - October 201 L Mr. Frech was the Project Manager for the firm's monitorship of the 
deconstruction and decontamination of the former Deutsche Bank building at 130 Liberty Street on the 
perimeter of Ground Zero on behalf of the Lower Manhattan Development Corporation. 

(Reference: John T. Comoy, Chief Investigator, Lower Manhattan Development Corporation, 1 Liberty Plaza, 
201

h Floor, New York, N.Y. 10006, Tel.# 212-587-9748) 

From March 2007 - present, Mr. Frech has served as the Senior Project Manager for the monitorship of the $3 
billion Croton Water Filtration Plant on behalf of the NYC Department of Environmental Protection. 

(Reference: Melissa Ballard, Department oflnvestigations, City ofNew York, 80 Maiden Lane, l71
h 

Floor, New York, N.Y. 10038, Tel.# 212-825-5900) 

Starting in July 2010 to the present Mr. Frech has been the Project Manager on three separate monitorships for 
the MT A involving compliance with MWDBE requirements. These monitorships each involve contracts worth 
hundreds of millions of dollars (exceeding $2B in the aggregate) for projects being constructed by Schiavone 
Construction Company, Dragados USA and Judlau Contracting, Inc. 

(References: (Schiavone & Dragados) Lonaine D'Angelo, Esq., CCEP, Sr. Vice President - Ethics & 
Compliance, Dragados USA, 500 Fifth Avenue, 38 1

h Floor, New York, N.Y. 10110, Tel.# 212-779-0900 x 131; 



(Judlau) Frank T. Cara, Esq., EVP & General Counsel, The Judlau Companies, 26-15 Ulmer Street, College 
Point, tf.Y.]13~4, TeL_# 718-554-2309) 

Since November 2012 to the present, Mr. Frech has been the Project Manager on NYC's $500 million Rapid 
Repairs Program, monitoring the performance of Sullivan Land Services, a prime contractor responsible for 
repairs to nearly 2,000 homes in Staten Island, Brooklyn and Queens that were damaged by Hurricane Sandy. 

(Reference: Marjorie Landa, General Counsel, Department of Investigations, City of New York, 80 Maiden 
Lane, 171

h Floor, New York, N.Y. 10038, Tel.# 212-825-2403) 



HOYT N. HAMLIN 

A seasoned professional with multiple years of Compliance, Fraud, Banking and Financial Investigations, Audit and 
Accounting experience, with a successful track record of managing multiple projects within the banking/financial and 
business industries both foreign and domestic. An energetic, analytical, professional team player with a passion for 
financial fraud investigations. 

KEY STENGTHS 

• International Business /Finance 

• Financial Reporting/Analysis 

• Banking and Finance Policy 

• Problem Analysis and Resolution 
e Financial Investigations/monitoring 

e Regulatory and Compliance Guidelines 

• Wire Fraud/Money Laundering/Check Kiting 

• Auditing, Accounting and Taxation 

• Criminal Justice System/Procedures 

• Forensic Accounting/Auditing Principles 

• CFE Techniques/Procedures 

& AMLISAR/CTR Compliance Investigations 
• OF AC, BSA, US Patriot Act Compliance 

Investigations 

• Integrity monitoring 

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

THACHER ASSOCIATES-NEW YORK, NY 
FORENSIC AUDJTOR 

03/20 13-CURRENT 

ot Provide integrity monitoring services for public agencies and private owners on construction projects located in 
the New York/New Jersey Metropolitan area. 

• Analyze certified payroll reports, union benefit records, timesheets, payroll and financial documents to ensure 
proper compliance with prevailing wage guidelines . 

.-. Perfonn detailed reviews of project cost and billing records for compliance with contract and for potential 
overcharges resulting from double-billings, improper markups and commingling of resources. 

• Perform testing of bank records, financial statements and other company infonnation as a result of fraud, 
misappropriation or misconduct allegations. 

• Implement fraud prevention and compliance controls and procedures for contractors of as a result of fraud or 
misconduct allegations or as precautionary corruption prevention. 

• Prepare executive summaries and client reports of findings and recommendations 

JP MORGAN CHASE-NEW YORK, NY 2011-2013 
Operations Officer/Bank Analyst 

• Assisted internal and external auditors with bank audit and compliance guidelines investigations (quarterly/yearly) 
• Monitored financial reports/infonnation in conjunction with both local and federal Jaw enforcement agencies 

• Responsible for AML, SAR, OFAC, BSA, CTR, US Patriot Act compliance and regulations investigations 
• Utilized forensic accounting techniques to monitor account screening/transaction activity for fraud and non-

compliance/POS Monitoring for cash and credit transactions 
• Assisted with all customer related issues and financial transactions 

o Made sure all transactions adhere to all domestic or international regulations and compliance 
• Utilized behavior analysis training to identify possible fraud and/or banking center threats 
• Assisted with investigations (wire fraud, financial transactions, money laundering, check kiting, mortgage, 

debiUcredit card) in conjunction with internal fraud department and external agencies (Police Dept, FBl, IRS) 



W ACHOYIAIWELLS FARGO-JACKSONVILLE, FL 201 0-201 0 
Operations Officer/I:}<1nk Analyst 
• Assisted internal and external auditors with bank audits and compliance guidelines investigations (quarterly/yearly) 
• Monitored financial reports/information in conjunction with both local and federal law enforcement agencies 
• Responsible for AML, SAR, OF AC, BSA, CTR, US Patriot Act compliance and regulations investigations 
• Uti I ized forensic accounting techniques to monitored account screening/transaction activities for fraud and non-

compliance/POS Monitoring for cash and credit transactions 
• Assisted with all customer related issues and financial transactions 
• Made sure all transactions adhere to all domestic or international regulations and compliance 
• Utilized behavior analysis training to identify possible fraud and/or banking center threats 
• Rendered financial and credit services based on customers' preferences and needs 

• Assisted with investigations (wire fraud, financial transactions, money laundering, check kiting, mortgage, 
debit/credit card) in conjunction with internal fraud department and external agencies (Police Dept, FBI, IRS) 

PARKWAY ENTERPRJSES-MORRJSTOWN, TN/ 2001-2009 
PLAN-IT INTERACTIVE-LOS ANGELES, CA 
Compliance/Operations Analyst 
• Diligently cooperated in accounts management in addition to managing team members and/or subcontracts/vendors 
• Secured new business accounts and accounts services by communicating with high-profile clientele/information that 

was sensitive in nature 
• Assisted with writing of compliance contracts and external advertising campaigns in conjunction with budget 

guidelines, accounting policy and client communication 
• Monitored account activity to make sure everything was within the contractual obligations, compliance and regulation 

standards 
• Assisted with compliance audits and integrity monitoring 

MIRAJI MULTI MEDIA-ABU DHABI, UAE 2001-2001 
Finance/ Accounting Analyst, Internship 
6 Maintained all accounting and finance projects throughout the Middle East and Europe 
• Assisted with compliance audits and integrity monitoring 
~ Coordinated with website development and maintenance through team leadership with Arabic personnel 
• Maintained all accounting activity for Accounts Receivable/ Accounts Payable 
• Contributed ideas on advertising/accounting campaigns; distributed in both English and Arabic circulations 
• Leveraged expertise multimedia functions to boost advertising initiatives within the Middle East and European 

regions while adhering to global regulations and compliance 
• Proactively engaged in contract and proposal activity involving European, Middle Eastern, and Western markets 

while adhering to global regulations and compliance/monitor financial reports 

EDUCATION 

Bachelor of Arts, International Business and Finance- DePaul University, 4.0 GPA 
Master of Arts, Criminal Justice- Boston University, 3.45 GPA 

SPECIAL SKILLS/TRAINING/ ACTIVITIES 

" Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) Association of Certified Fraud Examiners, Member: 624254 
e Certified Internal Auditor (CIA) Institute oflntemal Auditors (in progress) 
* Series 6 License-Investment Company IV ariable Life Contracts/Regulations Representative 
o Series 63 License-Uniform Securities/Regulations Representative 
G New York State Life Insurance/Investments/Regulations License 



$ NMLS ID: 865413 
• Proficient in computer software/hardware, Accounting software, Pivot Tables, Microsoft Office, Adobe Acrobat, 

Millennium, ProVantage, Relativity, PC/Mac, Internet Applications, Computer Information Systems and minor 
Website development 

• Language: Fluent in English, minor Spanish, German and Arabic. 
• Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society 
~ Provide volunteer and sponsorship help with Red Cross, Lion's Club and World Vision 
• Published papers in DePaul and Boston University's scholar writing program 



.BESMIRAJSMAILGECJ 

Objective: To obtain a position in a firm that allows me to utilize my professional and 
administrative skills attained in an academic and work environment. 

EDUCATION 

New York Institute ofTechnology 
Engineering Management B.S 

Expected Graduation: Summer 2013 

EXPERIENCE 

Thacher Associates 
Forensic Engineer 

$ Perform integrity monitoring services for NYC Rapid Repair Program 

• Monitor construction activities with focus on environmental aspect 

2013-Present 

• Perform reviews for compliance to established controls, and perform quality assurance/quality 
control assessment 

Core Environmental 2012-2013 
Environmental Associate 

• Conduct on site air monitoring and ensure compliance with approved work practices 
• Regularly interface with construction contractor to monitor compliance with mitigation 

measures before, during, and after construction 

• Record and maintain daily field activity reports summarizing the results of field inspections, 
issues encountered, and how they are resolved 

• Prepare deliverable reports for clients including daily logs and site activity attachments 
« Assist in preparation and documentation of SWPPP weekly reports throughout the course of 

construction 

Lok8u LLC 
Assistant Manager 

• Performed clerical/administrative duties and accounting tasks 
., Kept inventory of sales and shipment preparations daily 

• Provided support for national and international clients 

2011-2012 

B&B Sheet Metal, Queens, NY 2010-2011 
Internship 

• Worked in a team of drafters to design and draft sheet metal products in accordance with 
Architect's specifications 

• Responsible for researching, conducting projects and producing appropriate sheet metal bids 

• Wrote reports and priced the design after meticulous measurements and reviews 

Lehman Brothers/Barclays Capital, New York, NY 
Assistant Analyst 

" Provided monthly financial reports for surveillance deal checking 
• Updated financial information for certain deals regarding delinquency 

" Predicted estimate loss for various financial projects 

SkiJJs: 

OSHA 1 0 Hour Certified; 4HR Supported Scaffolding 

2007-2010 

Excellent computer skills: Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, AutoCAD, GlS, MAT!ab 



EMPLOYMENT HISTORY: 
Thacher Associates LLC 
New York, NY 
Forensic Engineer- May 2008 to present 
Monitor construction projects to detail evidence of fraud, corruption, defective pricing, and waste in design, 
execution or management. Work including change order reviews, schedule and budget analysis, quality control 
assessments, contract procurement oversight and bid leveling analysis, prevailing wage audits, LEED and 
environmental compliance monitoring, general conditions and time and material audits. Projects- The National 
September I I th Memorial and Musuem, 1 World Trade Center, the World Trade Center Transportation (WTC) 
HUB, 4 World Trade Center, the Central Chiller Plant and River Water System for WTC, Madison Square Garden, 
2 Gotham Center, New Yankee Stadium, Croton Water Treatment Plant, Chambers Street and Bleeker Street 
subway stations, various School Construction Authority projects, New Harbor High School, Carnegie Hall 

Skyline Windows 
New York, NY 
Project Engineer - June 2007 to April 2008 
In charge of design aspects and coordinating installation of industrial grade windows for various residential and 
commercial buildings in Manhattan. Work ranging from surveying, measuring, and sketching existing conditions, 
AutoCAD design, group design meetings, estimating for proposals, on-site project management meetings, ordering 
all necessary glass, metal extrusions, anchor bolts, caulk, and other additional parts, quality control testing, mock-up 
design and testing, supervision of installation, preparing field reports. Projects- 485 5'h Avenue, 35 West 21 '' Street, 
316 3'd Avenue, the Old New York Times Building, NYP Hospital, NYU Med Center 

Optipro Systems 
Ontario, NY 
Engineering Intern - May 2005 to July 2005 
Assembled various CNC grinding and polishing machines including coolant systems, wiring, and mechanical 
assembly. Constructed abrasive polishing belts and tested various processes, materials, and equipment. 

Center for Optics Manufacturing (University of Rochester Laser Lab) 
Rochester, NY 
Engineering Intern - May 2004 to December 2004 
Assisted in developing new processes for grinding and polishing hard glasses and ceramics, experience with various 
measuring devices and various CNC machinery, active participant in staff meetings, worked with faculty and staff to 
test and fme-tune parameters, worked with other companies in the field. Research based work for the United States 
Armed Forces- worked with materials to be used for lenses on military equipment. 

EDUCATION: 
University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 
Bachelors of Science in Mechanical Engineering 
Graduated May 2006 
University of Rochester Varsity Baseball 

PROFESSIONAL CREDENTIALS: 
LEED Accredited Professional 
Associate Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) 

TRAINING: 
ACI Grade I Certified Field Technician 
OSHA JO-Hour Safety Training 
Primavera (P6) Scheduling Software Training 
PATH track training 



DANIEL J. KASSA, MBA 
330 West42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 Dkassa@Thacher Associates. com 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 
Senior Forensic Auditor 

2010- Present 

• Provide Integrity Monitoring services on various construction projects at Ground Zero. 
• Ensure compliance of contractors with DBE/WBE/MBE requirements on public projects. 
• Perform forensic audits and earnings analyses. 
• Provide litigation support services. 

MAR OTT A, GUND, BUDD & DZERA, LLC, New York, NY 2008- 2010 
Manager, Workout/Turnaround/Crisis Management Consulting 

• Served as Vice President - Interim Chief Financial Officer for luxury master planned golf 
community leveraged at $800M. 

o Served as officer/director for 8 different legal entities under client's holding 
company. 

o Oversaw all aspects of accounting functions and managed cash flow. 
o Reviewed construction invoices resulting in over $1M of savings on potentially 

fraudulent billings. 
o Prepared quarterly funding request to senior lender. 
o Composted quarterly analysis/reports for use by other executive management, 

senior lender and prospective investors. 
o Authored monthly management analysis reports. 
o Prepared annual budgets for 8 operating entities. 
o Oversaw general operations consisting of approximately 100 employees. 

PRUDENTIAL FINANCIAL, INC., New York, NY 
Manager, Financial Analysis- Corporate Controllers (09107-04108) 
Financial Analyst- Corporate Controllers (06/06-09!07) 

• Reviewed Quarterly Statutory analyses prior to distribution to senior management. 
• Prepared annual Management Discussion & Analysis reports for 2 legal entities. 

2006-2008 

• Compiled quarterly and annual operations forecasts and analyses on parent and subsidiaries. 
• Prepared quarterly and annual Risk Based Capital filings. 
• Performed ad-hoc analyses for review by senior management. 
• Created process improvements in quarterly reporting periods to improve accuracy and reduce 

preparation time. 
• Oversaw preparation of Quarterly and Annual Statutory Financial Statements. 
• Prepared investment analyses for inclusion in Management Discussion & Analysis report. 
• Prepared investment exhibits in Quarterly and Annual Statutory Financial Statements. 
• Managed workload and assignments of 2 units in the department. 

BED BATH & BEYOND, INC., Union, NJ 
Real Estate Accountant 

2005- 2006 

• Performed monthly accounting close: reconciled accruals, expenses, and prepaids on 700+ 
properties. 

• Analyzed expense trends and investigated inegularities. 
• Produced various square footage cost analyses. 



• Prepared fiscal budget for all operating properties. 
• Improved information flow process to reduce errors and maximize efficiency. 
• Compiled monthly, quarterly and annual gross sales reports. 

J.H. COHN LLP (formerly Callahan & Co.), Eatontown, NJ 
Staff Accountant, Forensic & Construction Accounting 

2002-2005 

• Perform integrity monitoring on forensic engagements; analyze bank statements to reconstruct 
years of financial records. 

• Analyzed requisition for payments submitted by construction managers and compared expenses to 
FAR rates and other government regulated rates. 

• Provided attestation services to global bank for $1OOM construction project 
• Reconciled AlA requisitions to contractor's financial records, verified payments to subcontractors, 

prepared Contractor's Sworn Affidavit and Subcontractor's Waiver of Lien fonns and prepared 
Agreed Upon Procedures reports. 

• Perfom1ed forensic investigation on numerous contractors for the NYC School Construction 
Authority. 

• Investigated client's fom1er CPA/Controller for fraudulent accounting practices and reconciled 
client books to reflect actual financial standing. 

• Prepared and audited financial statements of private construction contractors. 
• Developed niche in company to handle real estate matters. 
• Produced DCF's for clients on an ad-hoc basis on commercial, retail and residential properties. 

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS 

Associate Member- Association of Certified Fraud Examiners; Certified Fraud Examiner Candidate 

EDUCATION 

Rutgers University, Newark, NJ M.B.A., Finance 2005 

James Madison University, Harrisonburg, VA B.B.A. Finance 2000 

CoMPtlTER SKILLS 

Proficient in Excel, Word, Powerpoint, Newstar, Oracle, Argus, MRI, Quickbooks, Peachtree, JDA General 
Ledger. 

MONITORSHIP EXPERIENCE 

I have been a Senior Forensic Auditor on the following WTC projects: Transportation Hub (July 2010 -
Current), National September 11 Memorial and Museum (July 2010- Current), Central Chiller Plant (July 2010 
- October 2011) and Retail (October 2011 - Current). On these projects we have completed risk assessments 
and detailed examinations of subcontractors, vendors and suppliers which included reviews of company and 
project specific books and records. These detailed examinations were performed to prevent or detem1ine if 
there were instances of fraud, waste or abuse. Some of the potential frauds we have investigated were 
prevailing wage violations committed by the subcontractors, overcharges on Time & Materials change order 
work and M/WBE frauds committed either solely by one fim1, or jointly with the assistance of other firms. 

l have also performed compliance assessments on the following four (4) major General Contractors I 
Construction Managers and their M/W /DBE Compliance Programs on numerous MT A projects: Schiavone 



Construction Company (October 2010 - Current), Dragados USA Inc. (September 2012 - Current), Judlau 
Enterprises (October 2012-:- Current) and Skanska Civil Northeast (February 2012- Current). In performing 
these assessments we evaluated whether the contractor's M/W/DBE Compliance Program was consistent whh 
best practices, if the program controls mitigated the likelihood of committing M/W /DBE fraud, and whether the 
M/W/DBE subcontractors utilized on the MTA projects were in fact, bona-fide. We reviewed the programs and 
created our own testing matrix to determine whether the contractors were in compliance with their plans in 
addition to providing recommendations to improve the program or the process. 

References: 

WTC Projects (Hub, NS11MM, Central Chiller Plant, Retail)- Robert E. Van Etten, Inspector General, 
PANYNJ, 5 Marine View Plaza, Suite 502, Hoboken, N.J. 07030, Tel # 973-565-4330; Steven A. 
Pasichow, Port Auth OIG, 5 Marine View Plaza, Hoboken, NJ 07030; tel.# (973) -565-4366 

MTA - (Schiavone, Dragados) - Lorraine D'Angelo, Esq., CCEP, Sr. Vice President - Ethics & 
Compliance, Dragados USA, 500 Fifth Avenue, 381

h Floor, New York, N.Y. 10110, Tel.# 212-779-
0900 X 131 

MT A- (Judlau) - Frank T. Cara, Esq., EVP & General Counsel, The Judlau Companies, 26-15 Ulmer 
Street, College Point, N.Y. 11354, Tel.# 718-554-2309 

MTA- (Skanska)- Martin Flumenbaum, Partner, Paul Weiss Rifkind Wharton & Garrison LLC, 1285 
Avenue ofthe Americas, New York, N.Y. 10019, Tel.# 212-373-3191 



Michael Kokoszka 

Education 

Polytechnic Institute ofNew York University (Presidential Scholar) 
6 MetroTech Center Brooklyn, NY 11201 
Master of Science in Environmental Engineering Expected May, 2013 

Columbia University; FU School of Engineering and Applied Science, 
2960 Broadway New York, NY 1 0027 
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering May 2009 

Chaminade High School 
340 Jackson Ave Mineola, NY 1 1501. 
High School Diploma, graduated with honors, May 2005 

Work Experience 

Thacher Associates, LLC 

Forensic Engineer 

2012- present 

Description ofDuties: Perform Integrity Monitorship ofNew York City Rapid Repairs Program in 
Broad Channel, Queens. Engage in day to day inspections of residential properties relating to heating, 
hot water and electric repairs. Provide engineering audits of prevailing wage documents and invoices. 

NYC Department ofDesign and Construction (lnfrastructure Division) 2011 - 2012 

Civil Engineer Inspector 
Description of Duties: Perform inspections on capital construction projects relating to sewer mains, 
water mains, roadway reconstruction & environmental disposal. Ensure compliance with all relevant 
contract and specification requirements. Write daily reports with detailed takeoffs and calculations. 

FCS Group, LLC 2009- 2011 

Assistant Project Manager 
Description of Duties: Manage multi-million dollar public contracts on day to day basis. Prepare 
detailed estimates and proposals for painting. specialty coatings, intumescent fireproofing. and 
hazardous material remediation (Lead, PCB, Mercury) based on specifications for New York City 
Transit and DEP projects. lmplement company-wide environmental remediation and disposal program 
in accordance with all applicable local and federal regulations. 



MELISSA KOLIS 
330 West42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 Melissa@Thacher Associates. com 

THACHER AssOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 2007- Present 
Research Analyst 

• Conduct extensive online, database and/or on-site public records research to trace companies' and 
individuals' assets. 

• Perform background investigations on entities and pre-employment screenings on persons. 
• Engage in fact finding assignments and provide clients with information of business decisions. 
• Analyze documents and organize data for presentation abiding by time and budget restrictions. 
• Draft written reports and/or memorandums specific to each client. 
• Provide litigation and investigative support through research and analysis. 
• Create visual charges showing relationships between businesses and principals. 
• Perform administrative tasks. 

LAW OFFICE OF BENNETT J. GEWURZ, P.C., Uniondale, NY 
General Office Clerk (Temporary) 

• Worked full time in Arbitration Department. 
~ Gained basic clerical skills, utilized office equipment and filed. 
• Scanned files in to the computer and assisted firm in going paperless; 
e Performed data entry. 
~~; Assembled and organized new case files; 
o Performed high volume copying. 

MUNICIPAL DATA SERVICES, Hempstead, NY 
Customer Service Representative 

a Completed data entry for new municipal search orders. 
• Analyzed findings and wrote conclusive reports for the client. 
• Proofread and edited repmis. 
~ Provided professional customer service, telephone contact and follow-up. 
• Proficient use of in-office equipment and tools. 

2006 

2006-2007 

NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF HUMAN RlGHTS, Hempstead, NY Summer 2004 
Investigative Intern 

• Investigated allegations of employment discrimination complaints. 

• Collaborated with attorneys, investigators, other career professionals and administrators. 
• Gained proficiency in drafting notices and other documents and tracking cases. 
• Attended mediations and multi-pmiy conferences and gained note-taking/repmi writing skills. 
• Conducted initial intake meetings with complainants. 
• Interviewed witnesses and respondents. 
• Worked expediently under strict deadlines. 
• Handled sensitive and confidential case information. 

EDUCATION 

St. John's University, Jamaica, NY M.P.S., Criminal Justice Leadership. 2007 

State University of New York at New Paltz, New Paltz, NY B.A., Sociology/Criminology, 2005 



ADDITIONAL SKILLS 

Experience with Windows and Microsoft appliations (Word, Works, Excel, Powerpoint, Outlook); internet 
research databases including: LexisNexis, WestLaw; Dun & Bradstreet, credit header sources, federal and state 
criminal record databases, etc.; Smart Draw. 

MOST RECENT INTEGRITY MONITORING ENGAGEMENTS 

My three most recent integrity monitoring engagements are: The LaQuila Group, Inc. monitoring 
engagement (January 2009 to present), the L&L Painting Co., Inc. monitoring engagement (November 
2009 to August 2011 ), and the United Nations monitoring engagement (January 2009 to present). All are 
Thacher Associates engagements. My role on these engagements is in the capacity of Research Analyst. 
I report directly to the relevant Managing Director of each respective monitoring engagement. As key 
research analyst for The LaQuila Group project, I am responsible for conducting prequalification screens 
on subcontractors, as well as, LaQuila employees. I also perform investigative research as needed. For 
the L&L Painting monitorship, I perfom1ed bi-monthly payroll analyses and maintained a log of all of 
their active projects. Additionally, I performed vendor screens (when appropriate), verified legitimacy 
of charitable organizations, and performed miscellaneous research. With respect to the United Nations 
engagement involves conducting vendor integrity screens and investigative research if needed. 



OVERVIEW 

Magna Cum Laude Graduate of the John Jay College of Criminal Justice (December 201 I) with 
diversified accounting/forensic accounting experience. Completed an Internship, structuring all 
accounting systems and procedures, as well as a chart of accounts. Highly computer literate: MS Office, 
QuickBooks, PC, Mac and Linux platforms. 

EDUCATION 

BS, John Jay College of Criminal Justice (CUNY)- New York, NY 

Currently maintaining a 4.0 GPA 

Relevant C oursework: 

Full accounting curriculum, including Managerial Accounting, Tax Preparation (on all levels), Corporate 
White Collar Fraud and Forensic Accounting. Selected for a paid internship at the New York State Assembly. 

AAS in Accounting, The Borough of Manhattan Community College- New York, NY 

Completed the accounting curriculum and graduated with honors and a 3.9 GPA 

Contributed original columns to newspapers at both colleges (The Voice and The Sentinel) 

HONORS AND AWARDS 

Dean's List at Manhat1an and John Jay, all semesters 
Foundation scholarship (BMCC) 

Semifinalist, Steamboat Scholarship 
Louis Horowitz Award (recognition for the highest GPA in Accounting) 

Member, Phi Theta Kappa 

EXPERIENCE 

NEW YORK STATE ASSEMBLY, New York, New York, 2010 

Clerk of the Banks Committee 

Selected for an Internship with the New York State Assembly. Managed and coordinated the distribution ofbills before the 
Committee. 

SHOWPAPER, Brooklyn, New York, 2009 

Consultant 

Established an accounting system for this not-for-profit organization, employing a staff of fifteen volunteers and three full
time employees. Maintained all original books of entry through general ledger. 

DON HILL'S, New York, New York, 2004-2010 
THE ANNEX New York. New York, 2005-2009 

Front of House Sound Engineer 

Employed by two entertainment music venues. Managed setups for bands on a nightly basis: tested, assembled and 
maintained all audio equipment. 



DYANA lEE 
330 West42nd Street, New York, New York 10036 LeeD@ThacherAssociates.corn 

Admitted: New York; United States District Courts, Southern and Eastern Districts ofNew York 

THACHER ASSOCIATES, LLC, New York, NY 2007 -Present 
Director and Project Manager 

• Manage integrity monitoring team cons1stmg of forensic auditors, engineers, investigators, 
environmental and safety professionals on two World Trade Center Site rebuilding projects, the National 
September 11 Memorial and Museum and the Central Chiller Plant, representing more than $1 billion in 
construction costs. Design and implement strategies to protect these projects from corruption, influence 
of organized crime, fraud, waste, and abuse; supervise investigations; provide integrity training to 
construction company employees and coordinate with other integrity monitoring firms site wide. 

• Spearhead a sensitive investigation reviewing the management practices of a uniformed force labor 
union. Conducted interviews of senior union officials, supervised a detailed financial record review, and 
presently am drafting a comprehensive report to management outlining our findings and 
recommendations for the implementation of significantly enhanced operations and financial controls. 

c Initiated and managed the firm's engagement by a board of directors of a large luxury condominium 
complex to conduct an investigation of allegations of possible wrongdoing in its management and 
operations. Supervised a forensic auditor and investigator, conducted a series of fact-finding 
interviews, reviewed financial records, and provided our findings to the board, which resulted in staffing 
changes and planned procedural enhancements. 

LOWER MANHATTAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, New York, NY 2002-2005 
Vice Presidentfor Investigations 

• Designed, implemented, and monitored corruption and fraud prevention programs in connection 
with this joint state-city corporation's grant programs, including its $281 million Residential Grant 
Program ("RGP") 

~ Supervised more than 450 investigations of suspected theft by RGP recipients, resulting in 
numerous grant denials, at least 5 criminal convictions and significant program cost savings. 

• Designed and implemented an amnesty program which resulted in the return of more than $60,000 
in otherwise un-recovered RGP funds. 

" Assisted management in the creation and implementation of controls to insure the integrity of the 
National September 11 Memorial Competition, and developed a vendor integrity program utilized 
in the deconstruction of a 130 Liberty Street, 40 story, 1.5 million square foot building. 

• Created the Lower Manhattan Construction Integrity Team (LMCIT), an organization comprised of 
federal, state, and city law enforcement officials with investigative authority and interest in Lower 
Manhattan. 

NEW YORK CITY DEPARTMENT OF INVESTIGATION, New York, NY 1996-2001 
Assistant Commissioner, Capital Construction Unit 

• Supervised 5 offices of Inspectors General with more than 60 employees in the investigation of possible 
conupt practices by City employees in five agencies responsible for virtually all capital construction in 
the City, and entities doing business with those agencies . 

.s Developed investigative strategies, coordinated with other law enforcement authorities, took witness 
testimony, negotiated civil dispositions, and drafted and revised management reports. 

e Significant investigations conducted under my supervision included: the breakup of a $2 million a year 
gambling operation run out of a City-owned residential building in Harlem and the federal arrest of 20 
individuals, including 3 employees, for a scheme to cheat the City out of more than $500,000 in water 
bills. 



• Tasked by the Commissioner to handle the more sensitive allegations reported to the office, including: 
the investigation of a construction company with mob-related ties, which ultimately resulted in that 
company's debarment from city work and an investigation of a City vendor of heavy equipment into 
allegations of cutting comers and possible procurement improprieties, resulting in the rejection of the 
company's bid, and the implementation of a re-inspection and retrofitting program to insure public 
safety. 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY'S OFFICE, DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY, Newark, NJ 1991 - 1996 
Assistant U.S. Attorney, Criminal and Fraud & Public Protection Divisions 

• Prosecuted white-collar and other criminal offenses including insurance, bank and tax frauds, 
transshipment schemes, mail and wire fraud, importation and sale of narcotics, credit card fraud, bank 
robbery and sexual harassment. Prepared and tried cases, supervised long-term grand jury 
investigations, negotiated pretrial resolutions, conducted motion practice and drafted district court and 
appellate briefs, major cases included: 

EDUCATION 

• A two year investigation into the corporate activities of an apparel manufacturer that included 
an arson, multiple insurance frauds of more than $8 million, and a transshipment scheme, which 
ultimately resulted in the conviction of 11 people, including the CEO. 

• A four month narcotics investigation which resulted in the seizure of nearly 6 tons of drugs, 
$900,000 in cash, and the ultimate conviction of 7 individuals, after a triaL with the 2 
masterminds each receiving a life sentence; and 

• The prosecution of a Department of Defense and Air Force contrador with more than $40 
million in contracts who covered up and concealed defects in the manufacture of Maverick 
missile launchers. 

Fordham University School of Law, New York, NY J.D.(top 20%), 1986 

Marymount Manhattan College, New York, NY B.A., Theatre A1is, 1979 

MONJTORSHJP EXPERIENCE 

The WTC Memorial and Museum (April 2009-0ctober 2011, October 2012-present) and the WTC 
Centra] Chiller Plant monitoring engagement (April 2009 to July 2012) 

I have been the Project Manager of the WTC Memorial and Museum and Central Chiller Plant monitoring 
engagements from April 2009 to the present. The WTC Memorial and Museum project is a $650 Million project 
with an estimated completion date of October 2013 that was running concurrently with the WTC Central Chiller 
Plant project, which was a $250 Million project that was completed on July 2012. On these engagements, our 
mission is to morutor the integrity of the Project so as to prevent/ detect organized crime, labor racketeering, 
corruption, fraud, and failure to comply with regulatory and contractual requirements. We designed and 
implemented a project integrity compliance program. We examine the Projects' construction and financial 
processes and perform forensic analyses of a sample of transactions. We also monitor environmental and safety 
issues and examine samples ofrelevant transactions. We perform these functions with a multi-disciplinary team 
consisting of investigators, auditors, engineers, environmental and safety specialists, and other specialists as 
detennined by the need(s) of the engagements. During the engagements, we have made numerous findings and 
recommendations in all areas of service resulting in improvements to project processes and integrity controls, as 
well as cost savings and loss prevention. Our services are directed by the Port Authority Office of Inspector 
General. 










































































































































































